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Point: Counterpoint
Was the Dukakis/ Bush debate boring or
entertaining? Kip Provost and Keith Miller give
their views. See columns on page 2.

Album Review

JMU 'Dukes' Flames

Bruce Stanton reviews the latest release by
DC Talk and The One Way Crew. See column
on page 5.

Liberty drops to 3-2 as it loses another
game in the fourth quarter. See game stories
and photo on page 9.
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Bryant initiates plans for Democrats club
BY BRAD TAYLOR
Editorial Editor
For the first time in the history of
Liberty University, the two major
political parties will be represented
on campus.
The Rev. Thomas T. Bryant, a graduate assistant at LU told the Liberty
Champion that he will begin the
process of forming a Democrats Club
to "shatter the myth that Republicanism and Christianity are equated."
He added that he is more "anti-Republican than pro-Democrat."
While Bryant is not technically a
faculty member, he is still allowed to

be instrumental in the formation of
the club.
Dr. Earl Mills, the Provost of Liberty University, said mat a graduate
assistant is "welcome" to begin die
formation of a club.
If not allowed to be die faculty
advisor for die club, Bryant said he
would "do whatever I am allowed
to."

die belief that Christians can not be
Democrats will be disproved by die
new political party.
Willy Mayes, a senior at LU, said
tiiat he is very interested in "joining a
non-Republicans club" and would
work to see such a club formed.
Mayes said a Democrat's Club would
"bring a little balance to me campus."
He went on to say mat "This Republican stuff has become an idol."

Last week. Dr. Jerry Falwell told
Bryant said he has been bodiered by
the thinking on campus mat "we are die Champion mat "it would be toRepublicans and conservatives first, tally unfair to disallow equal politiand Christians second." He also said cal expression" on campus, giving

die green light for me formation of an
alternate political club. Falwell said
die club would "receive die same
treatment" as die Republicans Club.

teaching a philosophy course at LU,
said certain planks in die Democratic platform could not be supported by me Democrats club, but he
added that die club would certainly
LU President Dr. A. Pierre Guiller- challenge some of die planks mat
min reinforced Dr. Falwell's state- constitute die Republican platform ments by saying that "it would be especially their support for further
perfectly allright,"when asked about nuclear buildup, and economic jushis thoughts concerning a Christian tice, which in Bryant's opinion does
Democrats Club at LU. Guillermin not exist "These issues need to be
went on to say mat "mere is no reason explained by die Republicans," he
a good strong Christian Democrats said.
organization couldn't develop on
Anthony Perrone, me first Vice
Chairman of the CRs, said mat he
campus."
Bryant, who is a graduate assistant welcomes die new club and believes

Sandidge,
Shortt lead
senior class

they have the freedom on campus to
operate, but asks how the club is
going to stand on "die issues of
abortion, church-state relationships,
welfare, and taxation."
As of press time, die date and time
of me formation meeting was not
determined.
Bryant is a graduate of Lynchburg
Christian Academy and LU. He
earned his masters degree at Concordia College and attended seminary at the University of Virginia.
He is currendy me pastor of Grace
Brethren Church in Lynchburg.

CRs form demonstration
for Nicaraguan Contras
BY CATHERINE MAENTANIS
Champion Reporter
WASHINGTON- More than 50
College Republicans demonstrated
at die Nicaraguan Embassy in Washington to show support for the Contra
freedom fighters in Central America.
The demonstration formed to protest the invitation offered to die
communist leader of Nicaragua to
speak at die Organization of American States in Washington.
At the embassy, a Nicaraguan and
former Sandinista, told die students
about me repression and civil rights

BY KIM WESTOVER
Champion Reporter
The class of 1988-89 elected its
officers for die year in a recent class
chapel.
Scott Sandidge was elected president of Liberty University's largest
senior class ever, and Mark Shortt
was voted vice president.
1100 students are in the senior class
diis year. They were die first freshman class after Liberty acquired
university standing.
Sandidge and Shortt are excited
about the upcoming class chapels and

are preparing several special events
to get the seniors more involved.
"The main emphasis in class chapels tiiis year will be to stress and
promote class spirit and unity among
the seniors," stated Shortt. "We want
to make chapels so exciting that die
seniors will want to come," added
Sandidge.
A newsletter will be issued once per
semester to keep seniors informed of
upcoming activities and important CRs demonstrate in from of
announcements they need to know.
Some projects Sandidge and Shortt
are working on are: career/resume
workshops and seminars widi Occupational Guidance and Career Devel- BY BRAD TAYLOR
opment, asking Uie administration Editorial Editor
for more privileges for seniors, a
Whetiier or not Liberty University
senior information table in DeMoss students living in Lynchburg can
once a month, acontinental breakfast register and vote here is increasing
for seniors during exam week, and tensions between die LU College
Republicans and die City of Lynsenior sweatshirts
Shortt explained that several fund- chburg's Office of me Registrar.
raising projects are planned.
Jim Lumley, Chairman of die Col"There was not much money left in
last year's budget. We are planning lege Republican chapter at LU said
to do some fund-raising and will be the conflict has the potential to beasking each and every senior to help," come "explosive."
he said.
According to Lumley, me state
An all night film festival for seniors
in the new Student Union has been chairman of College Republicans
said diat the winter population of die
proposed.

Staff photo by Timothy M. Sailer

Nicaraguan Resistance Office in Washington.

CRs, Registrar squabble over LU voting

violations by the Sandinista Regime.
He described die Sandinistas as a
dictatorial government that remains
in power against the will of die
majority of Nicaraguans.
Following the demonstration, die
CR's lobbied 12 Democratic Congressman who have publicly stated
tiiey oppose President Reagan's efforts to assist the Contras.
These Congressman wrote a letter
to Daniel Ortega, die communist
leader, and apologized for Reagan's
policies which supported die freedom fighters.
The Congressmen included James

state students could register and vote.
Why not here?"
Lumley noted that Tennessee had a
Republican Governor and Republi- BY BARBARA GUESS
can Senators when they were allowed Champion Reporter
The Registrar's Office said that "stu- to vote. Virginia, on the otiier hand,
A tracheotomy was performed on
Stephen Jones Friday in order to help
dents should register in their home doesn't.
him with his breathing. According to
states, just like our Virgina students."
The Office addedtiiat"if it wasn't for
Lumley called the Registrar's ac- a nurse, he will probably be moved to
the school (LU) being in Lynchburg, tions "unconstitutional," but added a hospital near his home in Virginia
Beach sometime this week. No brain
thattiiesestudents wouldn't be here." that "they will not intimidate us."
Jim Parimally, the state chairman of damage or paralysis is expected.
Lumley said mat it is die sole discre- College Republican chapters said they "We're just waiting for him to wake
tion of the Registrar to determine could "possibly sue" the city of Lyn- up," said his mother, Mrs. Jones.
Stephen Jones was rushed to the
whemerornotLiberty students would chburg.
be allowed to vote. "At Tennessee
Lumley said "action will definitely Lynchburg General Hospital after a
four-car accident at die intersection
Temple, where I used to attend, outof be taken to correct this injustice."
of Candler's Mountain Road and the
entrance of the River Ridge Mall,
Sept. 19.
Jones, who is in a coma, is listed as
very serious at the neurological intensive care unit at the Lynchburg
General Hospital. Jones was put on a
respirator when he arrived at the
hospital but was taken off a day and
half later. He is now breathing on his
BY KIM WESTOVER
own. He suffers from a severe blow
Champion Reporter
The names of die 24 contestants in to the back of his head, a punctured
the 1988 Miss Liberty Pageant were lung and some broken ribs.
released Friday by die Office of
"When I came around, I saw
Stephen, who was having problems
Student Activities. They are:
Candice Anderson, Peggy Jarrett, breaming, seated beside me with his
Diana Baumann, Susan Johnson, head bloody and tilted back," said
Amy Colvin, Bonnie Jones, Cheryl Kalrina Wright, the driver of die
Coy, Lara Leonard, Denise vehicle. "In one week's time he has
had miraculous recovery seeing how
Croutiiamel.
Susan Matherly, Kimberly Doo- tiiey didn't expect him to live through
dy, Su Park, Sherri Garlock, thefirstnight."
Julie Schwaderer, Julie Harbot,
William Walker, Lynchburg, was
Christy Sweet, Sabrina Harp, going straight on a green light when
Tammy Teal, Kimberly Harris, he hit Wright who was exiting from
Justine Thyret, Lisa Holy, die Expressway to the mall entrance
Kadiryn Tomlinson, Amy Hubbard, drive. Walker hit Wright and continlulie Zwart.
ued to slide sideways into an OldsThe contestants will have several mobile while Wright smashed into a
Staff photo by Timothy M. Sailor
interviews with the judges before the Volkswagen Jelta driven by Bern
pageant
which is Friday, October 21. Smith, Lynchburg.
CR Steven Summers witnesses tc a man on the street in Washington.
Liberty campus has every right to
vote because die campus population
wasfiguredinto me district when it
was reapportioned.

C. Wright (D-TX), Michael D. Barnes (D-MD), Bill Alexander (D- AR),
Mather F. McHugh (D-NY), Robert
G. Torricelli (D-NJ), Edward P.
Boland (D-MA), Stephen J. Solarz
(D-NY), David R. Obey (D-WI),
Robert Garcia (D-NY), and Lee H.
Hamilton (D-IN).
Laura Graves, aCR executive board
member, described these congressman as traitors. "These men do not
support freedom. They are aiding die
enemy by refusing to help die freedom fighters in their struggle for peace
and democracy."
The CKs finished the day with a

second demonstration in front of the
anti-Sandinista Nicaraguan Resistance office. They waved signs
which read: "500,000 EXJLED
NICARAGUANS", "COMMUNISM NO, FREEDOM YES", and
"HONK IF YOU SUPPORT THE
CONTRAS."
"Theseteenagedfreedom fighters
need support from every true American. Our protest in Washington
showed die communiststiiatwearen't
backing down," Scott Di Vincenzo, a
Journalism major and CR said.
The CRs were also able to witness
to several people as they protested.

Tracheotomy helps Jones

Miss Liberty
contestants
nominated

Jones sat in the passenger's seat
while Wright drove and Scott Saunders rode in the back. Saunders was
pronounced "clinically dead" at die
scene but was revived witii CPR.
"Apparently die shock made his
heart stop for a second but he is fine
now,"said Wright.
Two days following die accident,
Saunders had partial amnesia. "I was
silly and kept asking real irrational
questions like, 'How old am I?'" said
Saunders. His memory has returned
to normal. However, he is still unable to remember die wreck. He has
no physical or internal damages.
From being pronounced clinically
deadtohaving partial amnesia, Saunders resumed his classes a week later.
Wright received four stitches in her
leg but had no serious injuries.
"It was like a dream— like being
asleeptenyears and waking up to feel
die pain," said Wright
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Is *Duke'
tough
on crime?

"..Where the spirit of the Lord
is, there is Liberty."
-II Corinthians 3:17

Editorial
Why can't people
take criticism?
We've all heard the old saying, "They can dish it out, but
they can't take it."
Apparently that saying is true. A lot of people can't take
criticism, no matter how constructive it is.
So, tell us. What's wrong with being critical?Specifically,
what's wrong with Point: Counterpoint?
Some people are so narrow-minded that they don't even
notice that The Liberty Champion presents BOTH views in
the Point: Counterpoint section. Come on people. Stop
crying about opinions. Everyone's entitled to one. The First
Amendment says so.
If printing both sides of an argument doesn't satisfy the
masses, then maybe The Champion should revert back to
printing only one opinion. No one seems to notice the one
without controversy anyway.
Not one letter has been received congratulating Catherine
Maentanis' article in defense of the College Republicans.
But Brad Taylor could wallpaper his dorm with the letters
from CRs that he received.
These people didn't even offer support for one of their
club officers.
But then again, most people only scratch when they itch.
Why bother writing a nice letter? It never makes for good
reading anyway.

Take advantage
of LU's activities
j

> 3D

But there is nothing wrong
with being alone at times
Taking advantage of one or more of
the numerous athletic events, student
activities or extracurricular clubs
promises a sure relief from boredom.
Hardly a weekend passes that does
not feature one of the athletic teams in
competition. The Office of Student
Activities devotes itself full-time to
provide activities for students.
Campus movies, ski trips, horseback
riding and historical sightseeing tours
are just a few of the activities offered.
Liberty also offers a wide variety of
organizations designed to bring together students wim similar interests.
Whether your interests are in philosophy, psychology, debate, politics, business, community involvement, the mission field, or education,
Liberty will more than likely have a
club with many students who have
similar interests to yours.
Once youfindrelief from boredom,
chances are you won't be feeling so
lonely anymore. Boredom and loneliness walk hand in hand. Once you' ve
eliminated one, you've usually eliminated the other. However, a few tips
on loneliness are in order.
Don't confuse loneliness with being
alone and don't think of yourself as
abnormal for wanting to spend time
alone. Please take special note:
THERE IS NOTHING WRONG
WITH WANTING TO BE ALONE
SOMETIMES! Being alone doesn't
mean you're lonely. In fact, without
time alone, you cannot be a wellrounded, adjusted individual. Everyone needs some time alone with God
every day for Bible study and prayer.
If you neglect this crucial activity,
you will soonfindyourself consumed
and confused by the events of the day.
Don't let feelings of loneliness cause
you to become all wrapped up in
yourself. If you do, you'll be blind to
the cures that are available, and your
problems will only intensify.
The best cure for loneliness is to be
more concerned about other people
than you are about yourself. Ask God
to show you someone that you could
help. Look for people who are hurting (we all are at one time or another)
and do something for them. Pray for
them, send them a note or card, call

£

The Doctor
is IN
Dr.G

them, or give them a sincere compliment or word of encouragement.
You may even want to do a few
things anonymously. I know this
isn't very likely, but if you have some
extra money after paying all of your
bills, meeting your expenses, and set
aside savings for unexpected needs,
and if God leads you to give to someone else's need, pray about not letting
the person know that the gift came
from you. Knowing no one but you
knows who did it is fun. It also keeps
the recipient from feeling indebted to
you. Just be sure you ask God about
the best way to handle it.
Look for ways to include other
people in your life. Invite someone to
sit with you at an activity,togo on an
errand with you, to seat at a meal or in
chapel with you, to jog or play a game
with you. If you get turned down,
don't let it bother you. Maybe the
time just isn't right, or maybe God is
protecting you from a relationship
that might be harmful.
Psalm 84:11 says, "No good thing
will He withhold from them thai walk
uprightly." If a potential friendship
doesn't materialize, examine yourself through the light of God's Word
to see if you are walking "uprightly."
If you are, simply accept the fact that
doing things with that individual is
not a "good thing" for yourightnow
and move on to other people.
God says, "A man that hath friends
must show himself friendly" (Proverbs 18:24). Ask yourself, "Do I
show myself friendly? Do I make it
easy for other people to approach
me? Do I speak and say 'hi'toother
people? Do I make myself available
to other people when they need help
or want me to do something with
them?"
As your attention focuses upon other
people and meeting their needs, you'll
find your own problems of loneliness
diminishing.

Catherine
Maentanis

Point:
Debate was entertaining
I saw the debate on TV— it
was the first one I'd ever sat
through.
I thought it was neat the
way, in the beginning of the
debate, that Bush and
Dukakis shook hands. What
must have gone through their
heads! But it's time to face
the facts: Bush doesn't like
D u k a k i s , and D u k a k i s
doesn't like Bush — both of
them probably wished that
their handshake could've
been a good y/hallop in the
kisser.
Starting with Dukakis, I'd
like to say that he seemed
much more domineering
than Bush, and more confident. His answers to the
questions seemed solid, to
the point and sometimes too
long. Even so, I sat and said,
"He just doesn't look like the
president type."
Bush came off a little bit
wishy-washy with his answers. Dukakis was making
Bush look like the more submissive of the two. That's
not to say that Bush didn't

Kip
Provost

win the debate. Republicans
cheered when Bush told the
judges, immediately following
a statement by the Duke, "Is
this the time for our one-liners? That answer was about as
clear as the Boston H a r b o r /
Personally, I liked Bush's
comment. I've seen the Boston
Harbor because I used to go to
school in Boston, and it's not
that clean.
"Bush is a preppie, a Yaley,
and a sissy." He's real.
Dukakis, on the other hand
was too stiff— he tried too hard.
Dukakis's debate tactics were
easy to see through. Every
answer came off as though he
was really trying to impress the
viewers. Maybe Bush didn't
always come back with hard
hitting blows toDukakis's statements, but at least he wasn't
trying to win little "brownie
points" by referring to the

judges by their first names.
TheACLU? "Michael"—
please! Haven't you ANY
shame?
Bush got him on that one. It
was the one thing the Republicans were waiting for Bush
to throw into his debate tactic.
The debate was good, but
it could have been better, I
thought. I expected nastier
comments, and even some
finger-pointing. The topic
questions were general—
easy for the public of all
classes to follow.
The debate, for some, reconfirmed their choice at the
polls. For others, the debate
left them unsure of their
choice as it opened their eyes
a little more to each of the
candidates. And still others,
the debate help the decision
whereby before they had no
choice.
The debate was good. I'm
anticipating the next one.

Kip Provost is the News
Editor for The Champion

Counterpoint:
Homework beats debate
As I watched another in a long
series of never ending presidential debates, I couldn't help but
wonder why I sat through the first
debate between George Bush and
Michael Dukakis. Talk about
boring.
Unlike my younger cohort who
watched a debate for thefirsttime,
I can remember watching Gerald
Ford and Jimmy Carter back in
'76, even though I was only 11 at
the time. So I have a lot of debates
to fall back on and this one just
didn't stack up.
President Reagan was the best
debater I have ever seen. In '80
and *84,he pinned both Carter and
Mondale on numerous issues and
made both of them look bad at
times. After watching the "Great
Communicator" for the last two
elections, watching thefirstBush/
Dukakis debate was like eating
plain yogurt. PreUy bland.
Dukakis looks likea bushy-eyed
litUe "geek" from the Northeast
with this squeaky voice. I mean,
just looking at the guy, one can tell
he is lying through his teeth. Just
listening to him on the TV made
me cringe. The feeling was akin to
somebody clawing his fingernails
on a chalkboard. As far as substance, the leaders of the Democratic Party have had nothing to

vital for a candidate to look good
on TV during a debate. Physically, he has to be average to goodlooking. Can you imagine if a
George Washington or Abraham
Lincoln ran for president today?
Would they even be elected?
Would they even get out of their
parties primaries for fear they
wouldn't look good on TV?
Should we eliminate presidential debates? No, I think they
serve a purpose, but the format
needs to be changed. Maybe set
them up like the debates between
Abraham Lincoln and Stephan
Douglas back in the 1850's. Instead of the candidates taking
questions from reporters, a topic
is thrown out and both candidates
expound on that subject We need
something to get us away from the
canned responses the candidates
give now.
I'm sure in the future debates
coming up, both candidates will
look belter and handle themselves
a little belter.
1 just remember turning off the
first debate and thinking that it
was a waste of time. I should have
done homework. Does anybody
have a spare microwave?

say for about the last 25 years, so
Dukakis had nothing new to add.
Sure, he talked about education, the
poor and homeless but he wants us to
pay for it through higher taxes. Nothing new here.
Poor George. He should have ran
for president about 100 years ago. He
says all the right things,buthc doesn't
look good saying them. He stutters
and looks uncomfortable on TV. I
believe he is a very smart man, it's
just that he doesn't come across well
on the screen.
The big drawback about these TV
debates is that Americans believe in
microwave politics. We want our
participation in the presidential process to be quick and heated so we can
get back to the more important things
in life, like who won the Redskins
game or what happened on last nights
episode of "Miami Vice."
I can't imagine voting for the future
of my country on what happens in a
two-hour debate in which one candidate can look really bad or good
depending on the night he is having. Keith Miller is the Sports Editor
I'm told by the pollsters that it is for The Champion

During the presidential debate,
Governor Michael Dukakis said
that he is tough on
crime.
However, this statement did not
come from conviction because in
the same breath, he voiced his
opposition to the death penalty
and gave his approval for the furlough program recently prohibited by his state legislature.
If Dukakis is so tough on crime,
then why did he veto the death
penalty and why does he continue
to support the only furlough program which allows unsupervised
weekend passes to convicted
murderers and rapists?
In 1976, the Massachusetts State
Legislature passed a bill to deny
furloughs to first-degree murderers, but Governor Dukakis vetoed
it and demonstrated his relentless
support for the program.
This program, the only one of its
kind, grants weekend furloughs
to first-degree murderers who
were sentenced to life imprisonment without parole. However,
life without parole is meaningless
in Massachusetts because after 10
years, the prisoner is transferred
to minimum security and made
eligible for furloughs.
Although most states have furlough programs, nine do not allow furloughs for first-degree
murderers, and the rest allow furloughs for a first-degree murderer
only if he received parole.
Efforts to terminate the Massachusetts furlough program were
repeatedly opposed by Governor
Dukakis until April of this year
when the State Legislature passed
another bill prohibiting furloughs
to murderers. This came only
after the families of the victims of
criminals on furlough gathered
52,000 signatures to place the
issue on the November ballot.
Dukakis was forced to sign it and
he did so reluctantly.
As a result of Dukakis' prized
furlough program, 76 convicted
criminals are missing. Included
in this number are 10 murderers
and nine rapists.
Is Dukakis really tough on crime
like he says? Let his record speak
the truth.
Catherine Maentanis is a staff
columnist for The Champion
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OPINION
Christians need
not hurt Christ
For the last couple of months, the
media have had a hayday over a
controversial movie. Yes, everyone
knows "The Last Temptation of
Christ" has generated much publicity.
Christians all over the country have
protested the controversial movie
while Martin Scorsese, the director,
has defended it.
Many questions have arisen concerning the right of Universal Pictures to release the film. Questions
have arisen concerning the right of
citizens to picket it.
While "The Last Temptation" presents Christ in a new light, those who
believe the biblical and historical
account of Christ are outraged, and
rightly so. But it is at this point that
weChristiansshouldbecareful. Who
should we be angry at?
It is only natural for us to get mad at
the world for portraying Christ as a
hypocritical loser. But is this movie
the only thing that presents Christ as
a sinful person? Do WE ever present
Christ as someone who is unholy?
II Corinthians 5:17,20 says, "Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is anew
creation; the old has gone, the new
has come! ...Weare therefore Christ's
ambassadors, AS THOUGH GOD
WERE MAKING HIS APPEAL
THROUGH US."

Saint Elsewhere
Tim Saint
An ambassador is basically a representative of someone else. How do
we represent Christ? If we are the
ones whom God is using to make His
appeal to the lost world, what kind of
appeal are we giving? The world
can't see who Christ really is by
watching "The Last Temptation," but
can it see who Christ really is by
watching our lives?
In the book of Romans, Paul condemned the Jews for saying one thing
and living another. He wrote, "God's
name is blasphemed among the
Gentiles because of you" (Romans
2:24). How many people blaspheme
the name of God as a result of seeing
our lives?
Although there is no justification
for a blasphemous movie like "The
Last Temptation," we must all ask
ourselves this question: Which is
going to hurt the name of Christ more,
a movie or my life?
Tim Saint is a staff columnist for
The Champion

Social Security system
has developed bad rap
The Social Security system in
America has a bad reputation. It
stems from people associating Social
Security with the welfare system set
up by the federal government.
Granted, Social Security is a social
program and like evely godflReplfly-'
lican we are in favor of less government, so Social Security is an ill of
government and must be abolished.
I want to preface thisrightaway by
saying the Social Security system is
flawed. It has its problems just like
every other government funded social program, but it is a social program that is a must.
With government intrusion upon
the families of America, the church
has fallen from its role of assisting
people in the congregations and
communities who not only have a
spiritual need but who have other
needs that are beyond a spiritual transformation.
The church was started in order to
further the cause of Christ through
evangelism. The cause of Christ
includes many facets regarding witnessing, most importantly though, it
includes reaching people in the situation that they are in with Christ-like
love, meeting the need they do have,
and reaching them with Jesus Christ.
Whether the people are drunks, drug
addicts, prostitutes, the homeless, the
elderly, orphans or widows, each one
has a need that must be met and the
church has abandoned them because
our big brother, the federal government, has a social program that will
be beneficial for their situation.
These people are in these situations
of need so those who care will reach
out with compassion and help. The
church was called to assist those who
do have needs, not allow them to
become slaves to the state.
Christ reached out to these people
and met their needs. That is not only
an example for the church, it is something that the church must accomplish.

Curt
Olson
-.
The drunks, prostitutes and drug
addicts have a moral problem and a
spiritual need that must be met. It
says in IlCor. 5:17 that once you are
a Christian you are a new creature in
Christ. The drunk's, prostitute's, and
drug addict's problem can be taken
care of by the transformation of their
life.
The homeless, elderly, orphans, and
widows though, not only may need
spiritual help, but other needs met as
well, whether it is shelter, food, clothing or finances to make ends meet
eachmonth. The spiritual need canbe
met just as in the case of the drunks,
prostitutes and drug addicts but those
material needs MUST BE MET.
The church in America must come
back to its biblical responsibility of
helping those in the congregations
and communities with needs that are
beyond spiritual.

Sumrall upset with Taylor opinion
Editor:
The editorial written by Brad
Taylor about the College
Republicans was most
unfortunate. Not because he
was critical of the organization but because of the way
the article was written. It
appears that Mr. Taylor has
been influenced more greatly
by the members of the liberal
national media than the
Liberty University professors.
The article is replete with
"catch phrases" typically
used by the liberal media to
cast doubts and/or give a
negative impression about a
person or organization.
Mr. Taylor wrote that "...they
claim to have 1,000 members. "Claim" is one of the
catch words and is used
cast doubt. If Mr. Taylor did
any investigation at all, he
knows that the LU CRs have
more than 1,000 paid members. He also uses the term
"ultra conservative" and "hard
core conservative philosophy." Both these terms are
clearly designed to reflect
negatively upon the conservative philosophy.
Later in the article, Mr.
Taylor suggests that perhaps
Liberty University is similar to
an iron curtain country
because we supress views
other than those held by our
Chancellor. That is certainly a
rather drastic comparison
since I have yet to see any
Gestapo agents around this
campus to suppress political
views.
Mr. Taylor also questions
how many of the 1,000 CRs
are "active." Certainly not all
of them are, but it is a fact
thai at least 500 attended the
first meeting of the year.
H. Glenn Sumrall, Ph.D.
Associate Provost

Chapel behavior is
appalling for Boone
Editor:
I would like to comment on
the events of the Wednesday
morning chapel of Sept. 14.
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Letters to the editor are welcomed on any article or editorial
printed in The Champion.
Address letters to "Editor."
Letters can be dropped off in
DH 109 or mailed to box 21552
c/o Bruce Stanton, Editor.
The blatant display of mass
disrespect by people in the
audience was a disgrace that
does not belong on any
campus, let alone a Christian
one. The entire duration of
Pat Boone's address was
punctuated by the most thinly
veiled left-handed insults in
the form of whistling, catcalls, screaming, untimely
applause, foot-stomping and
laughter.
There have been other less
severe examples of this kind
on too many other occasions.
This is an appalling situation,
especially in the light of many
peoples' efforts to see revival
on the campus. I am also
praying for revival, but I am
sure that revival is a long way
off when we have not even
accomplished human decency on this campus.
Another sad Kern was the
applause Pat received when
he mentioned the names of
rock groups. The definition of
hypocrite is someone who
says one thing and does
another. Someone who says/
he believes in pure morals
and Christian values and
then buys tapes filled with
immoral and unchristian lyrics
sung by people whose
lifestyles we are supposed to
pity, is a hypocrite.
I am not perfect. I make
mistakes, sometimes on
purpose (which is called sin).
But lets look forward and try
to put the things we're not
proud of behind us. The
purpose of God's forgiveness
is to give us new hope so that

we can pick ourselves up and
start going again, not so we
can wallow in the mud.
Stephen F. Stone

Christians can be
Democrats
Editor:
Why would any Christian
want to identify himself as a
Democrat?
Because he might sincerely
believe in what the party
stands for!
But Catherine Maentanis,
staff columnist for The Liberty
Champion and member of
LU's College Republicans,
said something like this
would be quite impossible. In
fact, she calls it "senseless."
What's so "senseless"
about a Christian joining the
Democrats? A Christian can
support liberal social programs without compromising
his biblical convictions. A
Christian can support Democratic fiscal policies without
bringing harm to the name of
Christ.
Maentanis says a Christian
who calls himself a Democrat
aligns himself with the entire
party platform. Granted, a
Christian can't support the
official Democratic positions
on abortion or homosexuality.
But to merely join the party
doesn't compromise a
person's beliefs or testimony.
To say it does is to judge that
person guilty by association.
Early in our history, political
parties separated themselves
by economic and political philosophies. They didn't take
positions on moral matters
because almost everyone
had a biblically-based sense
of right.
Today, that's changed.
Legislation now has much
more impact on morality and
parties are taking positions
on moral issues.
But, let's say a Christian
agrees with Democratic
political or economic theory.
Should he leave the party

because he disagrees with its
moral stance? Of course not)
He should stay and work to
right those wrongs. Why
can't he be called a conservative Democrat instead of a
liberal Republican?
Working from the inside to
change a party's moral philosophy is hardly "irresponsible and foolish," as Maentanis would have us think.
It's a good way to be "salt"
and "light" in the political
arena.
In this case, Christians
should care less about image
and care more about having
a real influence.
Robert Pitts

Taylor is wrong on
Bakker's return
Editor:
After reading Brad Taylor's
counterpoint "Bakker Should
Return," I can only hope that he
isn't registered to vote. I am
am sure that he really likes
Dukakis' "forgiveness" of all
those murderers and rqpists.
He would be all for homosexual rights, or as in Bakker's
case, bisexual rights. Fiscal
policy is probably something
he doesn't worry about.
There are always some
senior citizens who can be financially bled with some
phony tears or excessive
taxation.
The sheer ludicrousness of
Taylor begging us to reinstate
one who has done more
damage to the name of Christ
than any other man in recent
history goes beyond verbal
description. Christ did forgive
us, but He also places certain
demands upon us. it BakKer
has asked for forgiveness, he
is forgiven, but there is no
Biblical way he can be used
in a position of spiritual
leadership ever again. If Jim
Bakker is saved, he can be
forgiven, but he can no
longer be used.
David Gibbs

Office seekers do anything for votes

Politics in America has long been
one of the cornerstones of die country. We are a nation whose officials
are chosen by the popular vote, and,
because of this, the candidates must
"kiss up" to the voters. Bingo! That's
politics.
But lest you think that this practice
of politics is saved for only the local,
Until that takes place, Social Secu- state and national races, I give you an
rity is needed to provide "a safety example a utile closer to home. That's
net" (asmanyconservativeCongress- right! I mean the elections for class
men who support Social Security call officers at Liberty University.
it) for those with needs that are beLiberty students take their class
yond spiritual.
elections pretty seriously— maybe a
Imagine fifty to sixty years down little too seriously. The other day, I
the road. Your spouse has died, your overheard a candidate for class office
kids refuse to help and your local "wooing" his voters in die most unethical fashion. Before 1 am ridiculed
church does little to help.
So, who do you call? Social Secu- for bias of the press toward political
candidates, I offer the following rerity of course.
production of die conversation in its
May Almighty God awaken the entirety.
"Hi! My name is John Doc [names
church in America before that happens and may she be convicted to do have been changed, though he's not
something for those who need the very innocent], and I'm running for
your class office. I was wondering if
help now.
I could count on your vote next Friday?"
Curt Olson is a staff columnist
for The Champion.
"Oh yeah? What's it worth to ya,

Bud?"
"Excuse me?"
"I mean, what do I get as a ...you.
know... a return for my investment?"
"Are you inferring mat I give you a
bribe?"
"That's not how I would put it, but,
yeah, I guess you could kinda say
that,"
"Well, I have some connections in
the SGA. Maybe I could get some
free passes to die LU film festival.
Would mat be enough for ya?"

throw in a few laundry tickets!
" You're getting a little wanner, Doc.
But I think ya can do a tad bit better
than that. I'm holding out for the good
stuff."
"But Idon'tknowwhatelselcould
possibly give you!"
"Oh well, good luck with getting
the votes, Pal. I don't think you're
going to swing mine."
"Hey...Hey... waita minute! I'll see
what else I can come up with here.
How about a falsified measle vaccination pass. I ripped itoff from Health
Services the other day to avoid getting my shot"

"Hey man, now that's more like it.
Throw in a Stryper tape, and we just
might have a deal."
"But I don't have a Stryper tape!
"You've got tobe kidding me! Those Besides, they're illegal!"
movies couldn't entertain a sloth. Ya
"You stole a vaccination pass, and
gotta come up with something sub- you're talkin' to me about doing things
stantial— if ya know what I mean." that are illegal! Give me a break.
"Oh my, you are a mean one, aren't Don't you have any ethics at all?"
you. Let's see. How about a month's
supply of Mall bus tickets. I'll even Bobby Bunn is a guest
show ya what a great guy I am and columnist for The Champion
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typed).
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"Editor" and drop off in DH
109 orLU Box 21552.

'88 election proves to be one of great importance
"This election is probably the most
important one since the New Deal."
Wait a second— they say that about
just about every election.
But this election is different.
In 1948 when Harry S. Truman was
re-elected for a second term it meant
diat die social programs begun under
Franklin Roosevelt would continue.
And continue they did. Right on
tivough die Republican controlled
'50s, right tiuough the Democratic
controlled '60s, and right on through
the'70s.

Mike Dukakis tells the electorate
what America needs is a President
Anthony
who is competent, who doesn't need
Perrone
a tele-promoter (Mike does use one)
to know what he is going to say next.
George Bush tells us "I'll take all of
the blame [for Iran-Contra] if you
give me half of die credit for die
Then came Ronald Reagan.
successes of die past eight years."
He started to change the failed pro- Maybe he is right, but this election is
grams of die past 40 years and got not about competency.
America's economy back on its feet.
Jesse Jackson tells us that capitalBut this election is not about econo- ism is "economic violence" against
mics.
minorities, edinic groups and women.

Comparative worth and wealtii redistribution were his key words in this
election.
But social-justice is not what this
election is all about
All of these issues pale in comparison to die real issues of this election:
justice— for die unborn, decency—
for die victimsof pornography, AIDS
and crime, security— for die people
of die world against nuclear catastrophy and terrorism.
The next President wUl nominate at
least die next two supreme Court

Justices.
George Bush has said he will pick
justices who view die sanctity of life
in die upmost importance. That would
mean dial abortion -on-demand would
be a thing of die past.
Michael Dukakis is a "card carrying member" of the ACLU. They
don't believe in die rights of die unborn.
George Bush would like to put peddlers of smut behind bars.
Michael and his ACLU buddies
would defendtiieir"first amendment

rights."
'
George Bush would continue to
fund SDI and die expansion of our
military readiness.
Mike's view of security is taking a
ride in a tank.
Just recendy Dr. Falwell addressed':
die CWA convention. He thinks
that God's judgment will fall upon
America if Dukakis wins.
I diink he's right
It's up to us.
Part one in a series about the
coming election.

;
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OPINION
Is 'Duke'
tough
on crime?

"..Where the spirit of the Lord
is, there is Liberty."
- I I Corinthians 3:17

Editorial
Why can't people
take criticism?
We've all heard the old saying, "They can dish it out, but
they can't take it."
Apparently that saying is true. A lot of people can't take
criticism, no matter how constructive it is.
So, tell us. What's wrong with being critical?Specifically,
what's wrong with Point: Counterpoint?
Some people are so narrow-minded that they don't even
notice that The Liberty Champion presents BOTH views in
the Point: Counterpoint section. Come on people. Stop
crying about opinions. Everyone's entitled to one. The First
Amendment says so.
If printing both sides of an argument doesn't satisfy the
masses, then maybe The Champion should revert back to
printing only one opinion. No one seems to notice the one
without controversy anyway.
Not one letter has been received congratulating Catherine
Maentanis' article in defense of the College Republicans.
But Brad Taylor could wallpaper his dorm with the letters
from CRs that he received.
These people didn't even offer support for one of their
club officers.
But then again, most people only scratch when they itch.
Why bother writing a nice letter? It never makes for good
reading anyway.

Take advantage
of LU's activities
;

-

no. •;...

-•_-•

! But there is nothing wrong
with being alone at times
Taking advantage of one or more of
the numerous athletic events, student
activities or extracurricular clubs
promises a surerelieffrom boredom.
Hardly a weekend passes that does
not feature one of the athletic teams in
competition. The Office of Student
Activities devotes itself full-time to
provide activities for students.
Campus movies, ski trips, horseback
riding and historical sightseeing tours
are just a few of the activities offered.
Liberty also offers a wide variety of
organizations designed to bring together students with similar interests.
Whether your interests are in philosophy, psychology, debate, politics, business, community involvement, the mission field, or education,
Liberty will more than likely have a
club with many students who have
similar interests to yours.
Once you findrelieffrom boredom,
chances are you won't be feeling so
lonely anymore. Boredom and loneliness walk hand in hand. Once you've
eliminated one, you've usually eliminated the other. However, a few tips
on loneliness are in order.
Don't confuse loneliness with being
alone and don't think of yourself as
abnormal for wanting to spend time
alone. Please take special note:
THERE IS NOTHING WRONG
WITH WANTING TO BE ALONE
SOMETIMES! Being alone doesn't
mean you're lonely. In fact, without
time alone, you cannot be a wellrounded, adjusted individual. Everyone needs sometimealone with God
every day for Bible study and prayer.
If you neglect this crucial activity,
you will soon find yourself consumed
and confused by the events of the day.
Don't let feelings of loneliness cause
you to become all wrapped up in
yourself. If you do, you'll be blind to
the cures that are available, and your
problems will only intensify.
The best cure for loneliness is to be
more concerned about other people
than you are about yourself. Ask God
to show you someone that you could
help. Look for people who are hurting (we all are at one time or another)
and do something for them. Pray for
them, send them a note or card, call

them, or give them a sincere compliment or word of encouragement.
You may even want to do a few
things anonymously. I know this
isn't very likely, but if you have some
extra money after paying all of your
bills, meeting your expenses, and set
aside savings for unexpected needs,
and if God leads you to give to someone else's need, pray about not letting
the person know that the gift came
from you. Knowing no one but you
knows who did it is fun. It also keeps
the recipient from feeling indebted to
you. Just be sure you ask God about
the best way to handle it.
Look for ways to include other
people in your life. Invite someone to
sit with you at an activity, to goon an
errand with you, to seat at a meal or in
chapel with you, to jog or play a game
with you. If you get turned down,
don't let it bother you. Maybe the
time just isn't right, or maybe God is
protecting you from a relationship
that might be harmful.
Psalm 84:11 says, "No good thing
will He withhold from them that walk
uprightly." If a potential friendship
doesn't materialize, examine yourself through the light of God's Word
to see if you are walking "uprighUy."
If you are, simply accept the fact that
doing things with that individual is
not a "good thing" for you right now
and move on to other people.
God says, "A man that hath iriends
must show himself friendly" (Proverbs 18:24). Ask yourself, "Do I
show myself friendly? Do I make it
easy for other people to approach
me? Do 1 speak and say 'hi' to other
people? Do I make myself available
to other people when they need help
or want me to do something with
them?"
As your attention focuses upon other
people and meeting their needs, you'll
find your own problems of loneliness
diminishing.

Catherine
Maentanis

Point:
Debate was entertaining
I saw the debate on TV— it
was the first one I'd ever sat
through.
I thought it was neat the
way, in the beginning of the
debate, that Bush and
Dukakis shook hands. What
must have gone through their
heads! But it's time to face
the facts: Bush doesn't like
D u k a k i s , and D u k a k i s
doesn't like Bush — both of
them probably wished that
their handshake could've
been a good y/hallop in the
kisser.
Starting with Dukakis, I'd
like to say that he seemed
much more domineering
than Bush, and more confident. His answers to the
questions seemed solid, to
the point and sometimes too
long. Even so, I sat and said,
"He just doesn't look like the
president type."
Bush came off a little bit
wishy-washy with his answers. Dukakis was making
Bush look like the more submissive of the two. That's
not to say that Bush didn't

judges by their first names.
TheACLU? "Michael"—
please! Haven't you ANY
shame?
Bush got him on that one. It
was the one thing the Repubwin the debate. Republicans licans were waiting for Bush
cheered when Bush told the to throw into his debate tacjudges, immediately following tic.
a statement by the Duke, "Is
The debate was good, but
this the time for our one-lin- it could have been better, I
ers? That answer was about as thought. I expected nastier
clear as the Boston H a r b o r /
comments, and even some
Personally, I liked Bush's finger-pointing. The topic
comment. I've seen the Boston questions were general—
Harbor because I used to go to easy for the public of all
school in Boston, and it's not classes to follow.
that clean.
The debate, for some, re"Bush is a preppie, a Yaley, confirmed their choice at the
and a sissy." He's real.
polls. For others, the debate
Dukakis, on the other hand left them unsure of their
was too stiff— he tried too hard. choice as it opened their eyes
Dukakis's debate tactics were a little more to each of the
easy to see through. Every candidates. And still others,
answer came off as though he the debate help the decision
was really trying to impress the whereby before they had no
viewers. Maybe Bush didn't choice.
always come back with hard
The debate was good. I'm
hitting blows to Dukakis's state- anticipating the next one.
ments, but at least he wasn't
trying to win little "brownie Kip Provost is the News
points" by referring to the Editor for T h e Champion

Kip
Provost

Counterpoint:
Homework beats debate
As I watched another in a long
series of never ending presidential debates, I couldn't help but
wonder why I sat through the first
debate between George Bush and
Michael Dukakis. Talk about
boring.
Unlike my younger cohort who
watched a debate for the first time,
I can remember watching Gerald
Ford and Jimmy Carter back in
'76, even though I was only 11 at
the time. Sol have a lot of debates
to fall back on and this one just
didn't stack up.
President Reagan was the best
debater I have ever seen. In '80
and '84, he pinned both Carter and
Mondale on numerous issues and
made both of them look bad at
times. After watching the "Great
Communicator" for the last two
elections, watching the first Bush/
Dukakis debate was like eating
plain yogurt. Pretty bland.
Dukakis looks likea bushy-eyed
little "geek" from the Northeast
with this squeaky voice. I mean,
just looking at the guy, one can tell
he is lying through his teeth. Just
listening to him on the TV made
me cringe. The feeling was akin to
somebody clawing his fingernails
on a chalkboard. As far as substance, the leaders of the Democratic Party have had nothing to

vital for a candidate to look good
on TV during a debate. Physically, he has to be average to goodlooking. Can you imagine if a
George Washington or Abraham
Lincoln ran for president today?
Would they even be elected?
Would they even get out of their
parties primaries for fear they
wouldn't look good on TV?
Should we eliminate presidential debates? No, I think they
serve a purpose, but the format
needs to be changed. Maybe set
them up like the debates between
Abraham Lincoln and Stephan
Douglas back in the 1850's. Instead of the candidates taking
questions from reporters, a topic
is thrown out and both candidates
expound on that subject. We need
something to get us away from the
canned responses the candidates
give now.
I'm sure in the future debates
coming up, both candidates will
look better and handle themselves
a little better.
I just remember turning off the
first debate and thinking that it
was a waste oftime.I should have
done homework. Does anybody
have a spare microwave?

say for about the last 25 years, so
Dukakis had nothing new to add.
Sure, he talked about education, the
poor and homeless but he wants us to
pay for it through higher taxes. Nothing new here.
Poor George. He should have ran
for president about 100 years ago. He
says all the right things, but he doesn' t
look good saying them. He stutters
and looks uncomfortable on TV. I
believe he is a very smart man, it's
just that he doesn't come across well
on the screen.
The big drawback about these TV
debates is that Americans believe in
microwave politics. We want our
participation in the presidential process to be quick and heated so we can
get back to the more important things
in life, like who won the Redskins
game or what happened on last nights
episode of "Miami Vice."
I can't imagine voting for the future
of my country on what happens in a
two-hour debate in which one candidate can look really bad or good
depending on the night he is having. Keith Miller is the Sports Editor
I'm told by the pollsters that it is for The Champion

During the presidential debate,
Governor Michael Dukakis said
that he is tough on
crime.
However, this statement did not
come from conviction because in
the same breath, he voiced his
opposition to the death penalty
and gave his approval for the furlough program recently prohibited by his state legislature.
If Dukakis is so tough on crime,
then why did he veto the death
penalty and why does he continue
to support the only furlough program which allows unsupervised
weekend passes to convicted
murderers and rapists?
In 1976, the Massachusetts State
Legislature passed a bill to deny
furloughs to first-degree murderers, but Governor Dukakis vetoed
it and demonstrated his relentless
support for the program.
This program, the only one of its
kind, grants weekend furloughs
to first-degree murderers who
were sentenced to life imprisonment without parole. However,
life without parole is meaningless
in Massachusetts because after 10
years, the prisoner is transferred
to minimum security and made
eligible for furloughs.
Although most states have furlough programs, nine do not allow furloughs for first-degree
murderers, and the rest allow furloughs for a first-degree murderer
only if he received parole.
Efforts to terminate the Massachusetts furlough program were
repeatedly opposed by Governor
Dukakis until April of this year
when the State Legislature passed
another bill prohibiting furloughs
to murderers. This came only
after the families of the victims of
criminals on furlough gathered
52,000 signatures to place the
issue on the November ballot.
Dukakis was forced to sign it and
he did so reluctantly.
As a result of Dukakis' prized
furlough program, 76 convicted
criminals are missing. Included
in this number are 10 murderers
and nine rapists.
Is Dukakis really tough on crime
like he says? Let his record speak
the truth.
Catherine Maentanis is a staff
columnist for The Champion
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Christians need
not hurt Christ
For the last couple of months, the
media have had a hayday over a
controversial movie. Yes, everyone
knows "The Last Temptation of
Christ" has generated much publicity.
Christians all over the country have
protested the controversial movie
while Martin Scorsese, the director,
has defended it.
Many questions have arisen concerning the right of Universal Pictures to release the film. Questions
have arisen concerning the right of
citizens to picket it.
While "The Last Temptation" presents Christ in a new light, those who
believe the biblical and historical
account of Christ are outraged, and
rightly so. But it is at this point that
weChristiansshouldbecareful. Who
should we be angry at?
It is only natural for us to get mad at
the world for portraying Christ as a
hypocritical loser. But is this movie
the only thing that presents Christ as
a sinful person? Do WE ever present
Christ as someone who is unholy?
II Corinthians 5:17,20 says, "Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new
creation; the old has gone, the new
has come! ...Weare therefore Christ's
ambassadors, AS THOUGH GOD
WERE MAKING HIS APPEAL
THROUGH US."

Saint Elsewhere
Tim Saint
An ambassador is basically a representative of someone else. How do
we represent Christ? If we are the
ones whom God is using to make His
appeal to the lost world, what kind of
appeal are we giving? The world
can't see who Christ really is by
watching "The Last Temptation," but
can it see who Christ really is by
watching our lives?
In the book of Romans, Paul condemned the Jews for saying one thing
and living another. He wrote, "God's
name is blasphemed among the
Gentiles because of you" (Romans
2:24). How many people blaspheme
the name of God as a result of seeing
our lives?
Although there is no justification
for a blasphemous movie like "The
Last Temptation," we must all ask
ourselves this question: Which is
going to hurt the name of Christ more,
a movie or my life?
Tim Saint is a staff columnist for
The Champion

Social Security system
has developed bad rap
The Social Security system in
America has a bad reputation. It
stems from people associating Social
Security with the welfare system set
up by the federal government.
Granted, Social Security is a social
program and like e'vely godflReplir}-'
lican we are in favor of less government, so Social Security is an ill of
government and must be abolished.
I want to preface thisrightaway by
saying the Social Security system is
flawed. It has its problems just like
every other government funded social program, but it is a social program that is a must
With government intrusion upon
the families of America, the church
has fallen from its role of assisting
people in the congregations and
communities who not only have a
spiritual need but who have other
needs that are beyond a spiritual transformation.
The church was started in order to
further the cause of Christ through
evangelism. The cause of Christ
includes many facets regarding witnessing, most importantly though, it
includes reaching people in the situation that they are in with Christ-like
love, meeting the need they do have,
and reaching them with Jesus Christ.
Whether the people are drunks, drug
addicts, prostitutes, the homeless, the
elderly, orphans or widows, each one
has a need that must be met and the
church has abandoned them because
our big brother, the federal government, has a social program that will
be beneficial for their situation.
These people are in these situations
of need so those who care will reach
out with compassion and help. The
church was called to assist those who
do have needs, not allow them to
become slaves to the state.
Christ reached out to these people
and met their needs. That is not only
an example for the church, it is something that the church must accomplish.

Curt
Olson
i

The drunks, prostitutes and drug
addicts have a moral problem and a
spiritual need that must be met It
says in IlCor. 5:17 that once you are
a Christian you are a new creature in
Christ. The drunk's, prostitute's, and
drug addict's problem can be taken
care of by the transformation of thenlife.
The homeless, elderly, orphans, and
widows though, not only may need
spiritual help, but other needs met as
well, whether itis shelter, food,clothing or finances to make ends meet
each month. The spiritual need canbe
met just as in the case of the drunks,
prostitutes and drug addicts but those
material needs MUST BE MET.
The church in America must come
back to its biblical responsibility of
helping those in the congregations
and communities with needs that are
beyond spiritual.
Until that takes place, Social Security is needed to provide "a safety
net" (asmanyconservauveCongressmen who support Social Security call
it) for those with needs that are beyond spiritual.
Imagine fifty to sixty years down
the road. Your spouse has died, your
kids refuse to help and your local
church does little to help.
So, who do you call? Social Security of course.
May Almighty God awaken the
church in America before that happens and may she be convicted to do
something for those who need the
help now.
Curt Olson is a staff columnist
for The Champion.

Sumrall upset with Taylor opinion
Editor:
The editorial written by Brad
Taylor about the College
Republicans was most
unfortunate. Not because he
was critical of the organization but because of the way
the article was written. It
appears that Mr. Taylor has
been influenced more greatly
by the members of the liberal
national media than the
Liberty University professors.
The article is replete with
"catch phrases" typically
used by the liberal media to
cast doubts and/or give a
negative impression about a
person or organization.
Mr. Taylor wrote that "...they
claim to have 1,000 members. "Claim" is one of the
catch words and is used
cast doubt. If Mr. Taylor did
any investigation at all, he
knows that the LU CRs have
more than 1,000 paid members. He also uses the term
"ultra conservative" and "hard
core conservative philosophy." Both these terms are
clearly designed to reflect
negatively upon the conservative philosophy.
Later in the article, Mf.
Taylor suggests that perhaps
Liberty University is similar to
an iron curtain country
because we supress views
other than those held by our
Chancellor. That is certainly a
rather drastic comparison
since I have yet to see any
Gestapo agents around this
campus to suppress political
views.
Mr. Taylor also questions
how many of the 1,000 CRs
are "active." Certainly not all
of them are, but it is a fact
that at least 500 attended the
first meeting of the year.
H. Glenn Sumrall, Ph.D.
Associate Provost

Chapel behavior is
appalling for Boone
Editor:
I would like to comment on
the events of the Wednesday
morning chapel of Sept. 14.
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The blatant display of mass
disrespect by people in the
audience was a disgrace that
does not belong on any
campus, let alone a Christian
one. The entire duration of
Pat Boone's address was
punctuated by the most thinly
veiled left-handed insults in
the form of whistling, catcalls, screaming, untimely
applause, foot-stomping and
laughter.
There have been other less
severe examples of this kind
on too many other occasions.
This is an appalling situation,
especially in the light of many
peoples' efforts to see revival
on the campus. I am also
praying for revival, but I am
sure that revival is a long way
off when we have not even
accomplished human decency on this campus.
Another sad item was the
applause Pat received when
he mentioned the names of
rock groups. The definition of
hypocrite is someone who
says one thing and does
another. Someone who says/
he believes in pure morals
and Christian values and
then buys tapes filled with
immoral and unchristian lyrics
sung by people whose
lifestyles we are supposed to
pity, is a hypocrite.
I am not perfect. I make
mistakes, sometimes on
purpose (which is called sin).
But lets look forward and try
to put the things we're not
proud of behind us. The
purpose of God's forgiveness
is to give us new hope so that

we can pick ourselves up and
start going again, not so we
can wallow in the mud.
Stephen F. Stone

Christians can be
Democrats
Editor:
Why would any Christian
want to identify himself as a
Democrat?
Because he might sincerely
believe in what the party
stands for!
But Catherine Maentanis,
staff columnist for The Liberty
Champion and member of
LU's College Republicans,
said something like this
would be quite impossible. In
fact, she calls it "senseless."
What's so "senseless"
about a Christian joining the
Democrats? A Christian can
support liberal social programs without compromising
his biblical convictions. A
Christian can support Democratic fiscal policies without
bringing harm to the name of
Christ.
Maentanis says a Christian
who calls himself a Democrat
aligns himself with the entire
party platform. Granted, a
Christian can't support the
official Democratic positions
on abortion or homosexuality.
But to merely join the party
doesn't compromise a
person's beliefs or testimony.
To say it does is to judge that
person guilty by association.
Early in our history, political
parties separated themselves
by economic and political philosophies. They didn't take
positions on moral matters
because almost everyone
had a biblically-based sense
of right.
Today, that's changed.
Legislation now has much
more impact on morality and
parties are taking positions
on moral issues.
But, let's say a Christian
agrees with Democratic
political or economic theory.
Should he leave the party

because he disagrees with its
moral stance? Of course not!
He should stay and work to
right those wrongs. Why
can't he be called a conservative Democrat instead of a
liberal Republican?
Working from the inside to
change a party's moral philosophy is hardly "irresponsible and foolish," as Maentanis would have us think.
It's a good way to be "salt"
and "light" in the political
arena.
In this case, Christians
should care less about image
and care more about having
a real influence.
Robert Pitts

Taylor is wrong on
Bakker's return
Editor:
After reading Brad Taylor's
counterpoint "Bakker Should
Return," I can only hope that he
isn't registered to vote. I am
am sure that he really likes
Dukakis' "forgiveness" of all
those murderers and rqpists.
He would be all for homosexual rights, or as in Bakker's
case, bisexual rights. Fiscal
policy is probably something
he doesnt worry about.
There are always some
senior citizens who can be financially bled with some
phony tears or excessive
taxation.
The sheer ludicrousness of
Taylor begging us to reinstate
one who has done more
damage to the name of Christ
than any other man in recent
history goes beyond verbal
description. Christ did forgive
us, but He also places certain
demands upon us. it Bakker
has asked for forgiveness, he
is forgiven, but there is no
Biblical way he can be used
in a position of spiritual
leadership ever again. If Jim
Bakker is saved, he can be
forgiven, but he can no
longer be used.
David Gibbs

Office seekers do anything for votes
Politics in America has long been
one of the cornerstones of the country. We are a nation whose officials
are chosen by the popular vote, and,
because of this, the candidates must
"kiss up" to the voters. Bingo! That's
politics.
But lest you think that this practice
of politics is saved for only the local,
state and national races, I give you an
example a little closer to home. That's
right! I mean the elections for class
officers at Liberty University.
Liberty students take their class
elections pretty seriously— maybe a
little too seriously. The other day, I
overheard a candidate for class office
"wooing" his voters in the most unethical fashion. Before f am ridiculed
for bias of the press toward political
candidates, I offer the following reproduction of the conversation in its
entirety.
"Hi! My name is John Doe[names
have been changed, though he's not
very innocent], and I'm running for
your class office. I was wondering if
I could count on your vote next Friday?"
"Oh yeah? What's it worth to ya,

Bud?"
"Excuse me?"
"I mean, what do I get as a ...you.
know... a return for my investment?"
"Are you inferring that I give you a
bribe?"
"That's not how I would put it, but,
yeah, I guess you could kinda say
that."
"Well, I have some connections in
the SGA. Maybe I could get some
free passes to die LU film festival.
Would that be enough for ya?"

throw in a few laundry tickets!
"You're getting a little warmer, Doc.
But I think ya can do a tad bit better
than that. I'm holding out for die good
stuff."
"But I don't know what else I could
possibly give you!"
"Oh well, good luck with getting
the votes, Pal. I don't Uiink you're
going to swing mine."
"Hey...Hey... waita minute! I'll see
what else I can come up with here.
How about a falsified measle vaccination pass. 1rippeditoff from Health
Services the other day to avoid getting my shot"

"Hey man, now mat's more like it
Throw in a Stryper tape, and we just
might have a deal."
"But I don't have a Stryper tape!
"You've got to be kidding me! Those Besides, they're illegal!"
movies couldn't entertain a sloth. Ya
"You stole a vaccination pass, and
gotta come up with something sub- you're talk in' to me about doing things
stantial— if ya know what I mean." that are illegal! Give me a break.
"Oh my, you are a mean one, aren't Don't you have any ethics at all?"
you. Let's see. How about a month's
supply of Mall bus tickets. I'll even Bobby Bunn is a guest
show ya what a greajt guy I am and columnist for The Champion
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'88 election proves to be one of great importance
"This election is probably the most
important one since the New Deal."
Wait a second— Uiey say that about
just about every election.
But this election is different.
In 1948 when Harry S. Truman was
re-elected for a second term it meant
that the social programs begun under
Franklin Roosevelt would continue.
And continue Ihey did. Right on
through the Republican controlled
'50s, right dirough the Democratic
controlled '60s, andrighton through
the 70s.

Mike Dukakis tells the electorate
what America needs is a President
Anthony
who is competent, who doesn't need
Perrone
a tele-promoter (Mike does use one)
to know what he is going to say next.
George Bush tells us "I'll take all of
the blame [for Iran-Contra] if you
give me half of die credit for the
Then came Ronald Reagan.
successes of die past eight years."
He started to change the failed pro- Maybe he is right, but this election is
grams of the past 40 years and gQt not about competency.
America's economy back on its feel.
Jesse Jackson tells us ihat capitalBut this election is not about econo- ism is "economic violence" against
mics.
minorities, elhnic groups and women.

Comparitive worth and wealdi redis- Justices.
tribution were his key words in diis
George Bush has said he will pick
election.
justices who view die sanctity of life
But social-justice is not what mis in me upmost importance. That would
election is all about.
mean lhaiabortion -on-demand would
All of these issues pale in compari- be a Uiing of me past.
son to the real issues of this election:
Michael Dukakis is a "card carryjustice— for me unborn, decency— ing member" of the ACLU. They
for die victimsof pornography, AIDS don't believe in the rights of die unand crime, security— for the people born.
of the world against nuclear catastroGeorge Bush would like to put pedphy and terrorism.
dlers of smut behind bars.
The next President will nominate at
Michael and his ACLU buddies
least me next two supreme Court would defend Uieir "first amendment

rights."
C
George Bush would continue to
fund SDI and me expansion of our
military readiness.
Mike's view of security is taking a
ride in a tank.
Just recently Dr. Falwell addressed':
the CWA convention. He thinks
that God's judgment will fall upon
America if Dukakis wins.
I think he's right.
It's up to us.
Part one in a series about the .
coming election.

as
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FEATURE
LU students talk television
BY KIP PROVOST
News Editor
"You're not going to the TV room?"
I asked.
"Why not?" said Dip.
"Oh, please! Sit around with abutu-h
of people who don't have anything
better to do? You can count me out."
"Well, there's nothing else to do."
"Hey, do you remember that show
Time Tunnel'?"
"No. Why? What's it like?"
"Nobody remembers it. It was my
favorite show when I was little. So
was 'Batman'."
"Oh, mine was The Munsters'."
"I always get them confused with
The Adams Family'. Which one had
the one with the furry relative-covered with hair and glasses and walked
Sjp-7. around like-"
"Oh, I can't even think! Let me
sce...well,itdepends. Whichonehad
the guy with all that weird-"
2EST-: "Or what about 'The Jetsons'? Did
you watch them?"
"Yes! I LOVED the maid!"
"The robot one?"
"Yeah. She had the New York
accent-and their dog?"
"Oh, yeah. Well, if you ask me, it
was a space-age version of The
Flintstones'."
"I haven't seen THAT one inaLONG
time! Ya ever notice how Fred would
drive in the car and scenery was
always the same?"
"Yes! You'd keep seeing the same
I things
over and over again."
"Uh huh. I used to watch them right

L

after school, them and The Brady
Bunch'."
"Oh, man-remember'Jan'? What a
BABE!"
"Oh, gosh-she was SO ugly! My
sister used to have glasses like hers."
"Really? Didyouseefhatonewhere- oh -the oldest sister ~ I can't think
of her name."
"Marsha?"
"Yeah, Marsha. Did you see the one
where she got hit on the nose with the
football?"
"You mean when she--"
"Oh, my nose! Oh, my nose!' over
and over ?,gain. They kept having
theflashbacksofwhenithither. 'Oh,
my nose!'"
"You know, here's a good Trivial
Pursuit question: What was die
mother's name on the show?"
"OH! OH! It's urn-"
"I know. I can never think of it
either."
"Carol! It's Carol, right?"
"Oh, yeah. Miss Wesson Oil!"

"All tiiose freckles? Gross. And
their mother - I'm so sure - singing
and stuff?"
"And the sister, too-the tamborine?"
"I didn't like that show."
"I didn't like that guy Kincade or
whoever."
"You wanna know what show I
hated? 'Cannon*."
"I don't know that one."
"You DON'T? Oh, he was SO fat!
A big fat detective! You don't remember Uiat one?"
"No, but I thought we were only
talking about the shows right after
school."
"Oh, so what? You know what I like
to watch now?"
"No, what?"
"The old Bob Newhart reruns."
"Oh, no! With all those seventies
clothes? Too tacky!"
"I liked that one though, didn't you?"
"Uh huh. Nothing was like those
old shows. I LOVED 'Gilligan's Island'."
"She was desperate for that one."
"I liked Ginger the best"
"But Cindy was cute."
"No, the Howies were better."
"I couldn't STAND her. She was so "They could build cars, and get their
radio to work and all that stuff, but
spoiled."
they could never get off the island.
"No, Bobby was."
"Remember The Partridge Family'? Wasn't that dumb?"
"I guess. Boy, I sure wish we could
They had that weird bus with all theti
have TVs in the dorm rooms."
"Geeks! I couldn't stand watching
"Really? Promise not to tell anythat show. Patty always liked it."
one?"
"I know! Especially that one with
"What? Oh, my - how'd you get
Staff photo by Donald W. Hayden
red hair-Danny."
that in the room?!"
Friday's unidentified chapel speaker raises a fist to emphasize a point.
"SSSHHHHH!"
"Wasn't he die ugliest thing?"

Girls exchange views on football players

Favorite Bible Verse
The Liberty Champion want to know what your favorite Bible verse is. Please
clip the coupon, fill it out and return to DH 109 in the Letters to the Editor box.
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BY LAURA GREGG
Special to the Champion
"You're not gonna believe this!"
"What?"
"He sat beside me in Old Testament!"
"Who's HE?"
"Arnold Greer! Can you believe
it?"
"Considering I don't know who Arnold Greer is, I—"
"You don't know Arnold Greer?!
Where have you been? He's ONLY
the cutest, most irresist-"
"THATS what you said about
Freddy last week."
"Aw, Freddy's such a dweeb. He
spends all his time goofing off, he's
not at all intellectual."
"Sounds like your type. Anyway,
what's this Arnold like?"
"He's—get this— a FOOTBALL
player! Can you believe—"

"Oh, wow— football. Guess he's
real smart, huh? I mean, football
players NEVER goof off, do they?"
"You're just jealous."
"Who, me?"

"Yes, you. You're jealous because I
have all sorts of guys asking me-"
"All sorts?! Ill say. The stupid sort,
the ugly—"
"STUPID! UGLY!"
"Yeah, stupid, ugly and DESPERATE!"
"Are you intimating that—"
"I'm not intimating, I'm TELLING
you that the guys you date would ask
out a cow if they could fit one on their
mopeds."
"How dare you?!"
"Easy. It's true."
"Why, you... you—"

. . _ i ,

Not quite Paul Johnson

"Really?"

"Yeah, REALLY. Anyway, he has
a friend who wants to go out with
you; but,;. I guess you're probably
' not infer—"
"Are you kidding? What's his friend
look like?"
"About six foot two, dark hair, blue
eyes. He's a linebacker."
"Ooooo! I'll take him!"
"Actually, I already set us up on a
double-date for Friday night."
"Without asking—Oh, well. What
should I wear?"

John plays the waiting game
BY STEVE SITZAI
Copy Editor
"Hi, my name is John Jenkins and
I..."
"I'm sorry, you'll have to go to the
end of the line. There are other
people waiting, you know."
"But all I need to do is drop this off."
"I'm sorry ...you'll have to go to the
back of the line."
"All right."
45 MINUTES LATER
"Hi. May I help you?"
"Hi. I just need to drop this off here.
My professor told me that was all I
needed to do and everything would
be straightened out."
"What are you talking about?"
"This class correction form."
"I'm sorry, you'll have to go to the
administration building on the second floor and talk to Mr. Jones. I

Staff photo by Donald W. Hayden

"What's the matter? Has Arnold's
way with words rubbed off on you?"
"Quit knocking Arnold! Just because he plays football doesn't mean
he's dumb!"

it

can t...
"But all I need to do is drop this off
and..."
"I'm sorry, just go to the admin..."
"I don't think you understand. All I
need to do is drop this off here. My
professor told me it would be okay.
"Next."
AT THE ADMINISTRATION
BUILDING
"I'm sorry, you'll have to get at the
end of the line."
"Have a heart. I've just waited 45
minutes in a line in DeMoss, walked
all the way up here and now I have to
stand in another line just to drop off
this form?"
"I'm sorry, there's nothing I can do
to..."
"Can't I just see Mr. Jones?"
"No, you have to wait in linetosee
LU cheerleader Matt Hogan throws miniature footballs his secretary to get an appointment to
see him next week."
out to Flames fans during the Morehead State game two "What!!!!! All I have to do is drop
weekends ago. LU's next home game will be against West- this off..."
"Why don't you see Mrs. Smith in
ern Illinois on Oct. 22.

DeMoss. She'd probably be able to
help you."
"She's the one whotoldme to come
here."
"Oh. Well, I'm sorry. There's nothing I can do."
AT THE SECRETARY'S DESK-25 MINUTES LATER
"May I help you?"
"Yes, I needtodrop off this form."
"Let me give you an appointment
for..."
"Ma'am, can I please just drop this
off with you. I really don't need to
talk with him; I just need to drop this
off."
"I'm sorry, I can't do that."
"Why not?"
"Because it's not our normal procedure..."
"Can't you make an exception just
this once?"
"I'm sorry, it's against procedure to
make exceptions, unless you are on
one of the athletic teams and the
coach writes you a note."
"Just forget it."
"Don't you want an appointment?"
"Well, I guess I have no choice, do
I?"
"Not really. Be here at 8:10 a.m.
next Tuesday."
"But my first class isn't until 12:15!"
"I'm sorry, that's the only time open.
All hours between 11:00 a.m. and
3:00 p.m. are reserved for athletes."
"All right."
"Thank you. Have a nice day."
TUESDAY AT 8:10 a.m.
"Good morning. May I help you?"
" Yeh, I just cametodrop this form
off."
"Uh... I hate to tell you this, but
Friday was the deadline. You should
have been here by then."
"But...but...I was and I was told to
come back and that this was the only
lime open."
"I'm sorry. Have a nice day. Next."
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DC Talk applies fresh ideas to CCM in latest release
If you're looking for something
fresh and different to listen to in Christian Contemporary Music, then DC
Talk and The One Way Crew's latest
album by the same name is what you
need.
DC Talk (Toby McKeehan) combines his rapping talents with the
smooth vocals of The One Way Crew
(Michael Tait and Kevin Smith) to
make this album very enjoyable to
listen to.
And if you like rap music or not,
you'll appreciate the diversity of the
tunes on "DC Talk and The One Way
Crew."
The first track is "Heavenbound,"
one that is familiar to most LU students. McKeehan and Tait give the
album a fun start with the song that
most of us have heard in chapel or in
concert.
"Spinnin' Round" and "The King
(Allclujah)" are hard raps with heavy
guitar overtones. Smith's vocals on

only Son upon the earth to diey The
conviction of my heart brings a tear
tt
to my eye. / And keeps reality far
from me, I just want to hide/ Christ
endured such cruelty for a sinner like
me/ He paid the price when he died
By Bruce Stanton
for me on Calvary's tree."
the choruses in these songs weave After DC Talk has slowed down the
well with the raps. These two tracks pace with "He Loves Me," it revs
were my favorites (Believe me. "Spin- right back up with the upbeat "Gah
nin' Round" can't get out of my head). Ta Be." McKeehan tells us all that
This is where the diversity starts. No
we've "Gah Ta Be" saved.
"Now you can have all the fun and
two songs sound alike, which McKeemoney man can have/ Sport a Porsche
han deserves credit for.
"He Loves Me" is a rap ballad by or carry Gucci bags/ You can gear in
McKeehan with absolutely beautiful gold from chest to your chin/ But if
vocals by Tait (when is this guy going you don't know the Savior, you'll
to cut an album?). This change of never get in."
pace ballad is a spin-off of "Jesus
Another unique song on this album
Loves Me," but it is successfully done. is "Final Days." McKeehan warns
McKeehan's lyrics in "He Loves everyone to "get busy" and get their
Me" focus on God's sacrifice for us lives right with God.
all. "As I sit and ponder I begin to
Also adding to the uniqueness of
wonder why/ God would send his this album is the music. D.J. Cash-

Christian M Sic
Review

mere Banks (scratches), Vic Mignona (keyboards), Benny Benjola
(guitars) and Mike Valliere ("The
Valet Beat") all make this a professional endeavor.
If there is one area that "DC Talk

andTheOneWay Crew" disappoints
me in, it's wanting to hear more of
Smith and Tait (Get these guys on an
album soon!).
This is a great album for anyone
who likes a change of pace. Pick up

a copy of it today. You'll see what I
mean.
.
Q^ce Stanton is the Editor of
j n e champion

Becker album worth 'gamble'
I have to admit, when a debut album
is released, I'm always sort of reluctant to pick it up. It's a real gamble.
You don't know what the artist or his
or her music is like, you don't know
if the lyrics have any special meaning to them; you don't even know if
the person can't sing worth beans and
they only managed to cut the album
simply on bribery.
When Margaret Becker released her
first album "Never for Nothing," I
felt that way. There had to be something really eye-catching to make me
buy that album. Well, being the immaturchigh-school student that I was,
I found that one little detail— Margaret Becker was good-looking. So
I bought it.
And I loved it.
Now that I am a mature college
student, I knew I needed to judge
music on several factors. (And if you
believe the mature part of that one,
then I have some beach front property in Alaska to sell you.)
Seriously, though, ever since her
debut, I was a fan of Becker.
There aren't a whole lot of outstanding iemaie vocaiisis in cim temporary Christian music. If I had to
pick some of the better ones, Kim
Boyce and Margaret Becker would
be among the top. There aren't
enough female singers in contemporary Christian music.and there should

Balin— they all have voices that you
can immediately recognize the instant they're heard. Becker's voice is
smooth, Her lyrics are sung very
clearly; every word can be picked out
in detail.

Christian MUSic
Rerie™
By Dan Hochhalter

Her songs are powerful. A variety
of messages rest among the lyrics. In
"You Can't Take it With You," materialism is the target. A number of her
songs take on the issue of letting the
world see Christ in every Christian.
But it seems the theme that runs
through most of her songs is humil• _ it
ity. Plain and simple. "Who am I"
ing.
illustrates this most clearly: "I am
Instead, I got a whole new Margaret
counting the stars/ On your blackBecker. The majority of her songs
ened sky/ You call them by name,
take on a different style and someYou know them all by sight/ In this
times a peculiar rhythm.
sea of lights/1 see your majesty/ And
The tape is nowhere near monotoI break at the thought that One so
nous. She blends songs using her
great/ Could care for me."
"Never for Nothing" style like the
"The Reckoning" touches a lot of
first cut "Light the Darkness" with
hearts.
Margaret Becker gives her all
songs backed by an acoustic guitar
in
this
album.
It's enjoyable and it's
and a cello in "I Don't Want to Be
Without You" with all-out unique powerful.
Yeah, Margaret Becker is still goodsongs like "Pico Boulevard" and
looking.
But that isn't the reason I
"Streets of Innocence."
bought
"The
Reckoning." Many facBecker has a beautiful alto range in
tors
come
together
to make one
her voice. If you take a look at the
awesome
album.
CCM artist who can make a profesIt's good. And it's worth it.
sional-sounding album, pay attention
to the voice. It's the most unique
voices who make it past the amateur Dan Hochhalter is a staff
level. Amy Grant, Kim Boyce, Trace columnist forThe Champion.

be more. (Girls, there's your cue.)
Well, Margaret Becker has released
her second album "The Reckoning" a
few months ago. I bought it, listened
to it, and I still love it.
This time, however, I bought it
thinking I was going to get the same
Margaret Becker of "Never for Noth-

Keith Miller and Bruce Stanton:
LU's Sportsguys
Only in The Champion

Win a
BACKSTAGE
PASS
and a dinner
with

Come meet the

DeGarmo
and
Key

at their autograph party
Sat. October 8 at 12:00 p.m
only at
New Life Books & Gifts

new
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Joy Jacobs and Steve Nemeth sing for the Light Singers in chapel last week.

after their concert
on Oct. 20.
'Register with the purchase
of any album, cassette or
CD. Five passes will be
given away.

life books & gifts
"A new life in Jesus Christ."

4018 WARDS ROAD LYNCHBURG
237-6031
Ralph & Dian Wells, owners
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Bring this coupon for

10°/c

Ooff

any purchase in our new
bake shoppe.
Cookies-SandwichesSodas
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FULL LENGTH CASSETTE
now available in the
LU bookstore.
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NewsLine
If you see news happening or have a club meeting, call The
Liberty Champion at 2471.

LU student Tim Curtis is one of 24 college students
to work at HCJB this summer in Ecuador.

Curtis works in Ecuador
Special to the Champion
"There is more to the world than American culture. We need to become
world citizens," says Liberty University student Tim Curtis, who spent 10
weeks this summer working at radio station HCJB in Quito, Ecuador.
The radio production major worked as a member of the English Language Service staff, producing daily live programs for HCJB World
Radio, one of the world's largest missionary broadcasters.
Originally from Madison, Maine, Curtis said the experience as a summer missionary far exceeded his expectations.
He was part of HCJB World Radio's summer missionary program which
involved 24 college-age participantsfromthe United States and Canada.
They returned to their homes in August
Program Director Joe Poole praised this summer's workers for helping to
fill the gaps left when many of the regular missionaries were away on
home ministry assignment
"While the young people were here in Ecuador, their role was just as
important as that of the full-time missionaries," he says.
The summer missionaries assisted in a variety of areas— nursing at
HCJB's Hospital Vozandes-Quito, working in the French and English
language services, repairing medical equipment engineering, counseling
at youth camps, and assisting disadvantaged people who live in rural areas
of the country.
The young people themselves also benefited from the program, Poole
adds. "Besides gaining on-the-job experience in their field, we could see
a lot of spiritual growth in the young people from when theyfirstarrived
in Ecuador."
One of the summer missionaries was so impressed with the mission that
she decided to apply for full-time service with HCJB. She was accepted
as an appointee at the mission's candidate orientation in Miami this
August
"That proves to me that the summer missionary program is working,"
Poole says. "It gives young people the opportunity to see what the missionary's job is like and whether they would be interested in doing it or
not"
When the young people weren't working, they had many opportunities
to travel in Ecuador in groups and individually. They visited the coastal
city of Esmeraldas, the Amazon basin and high Andean cities and villages.
For further information and application forms for the 1989 program, write
the summer missionary coordinator, HCJB World Radio, P.O. Box
553000, Opa Locka, FL 33055-0401.

Debate team wins honors
BY MEGAN BEARDER
Copy Editor
The LU Debate Team traveled to Kings College in Wilkes/Barre Perm.
Sept. 23-25 and brought home several honors.
One varsity and three junior varsity teams participated in the tournament
Janet Pierpoint, varsity, ranked in the top ten in her division.
JV team members Lisa Lundquist and Tom Walker qualified for the
elimination rounds and were quarter finalists. Lundquist also received a
Speaker award placing her in the top ten in that division.
The LU teams competed against George Mason, James Madison University, Penn. State, U.S. Naval Academy, Boston College, Howard University, St Vincents and George Washington University.
The topic debated was a resolution that the U.S. foreign policy towards
one or more African nations should be substantially changed.
LU is ranked in the top 25 debate schools in the country. Two years ago
the team as a whole ranked above Harvard at one point
Brett O'Donnell, advisor to the Debate team said, "The team represents the
University on a spiritual level to the other schools. We need to be a spiritual
example to the other teams."
O'Donnell wants the team to "excel academically in the debate arena," as
it can "be a good witness by being good debaters."
The Debate team begins its competing the last weekend in September and
continues through March.
Liberty will be hosting the next tournament, Oct 7,8. Sixty teams representing 15 universities will be participating in the event

Bush group starts drive
BY KIP PROVOST
News Editor
"Students For Bush," an organization to lend it's purposes for the Republican vote, will make it's impact at Liberty by the beginning of October.
• The organization, not formerly connected with the College Republican
club at LU, has goals to meet before the presidential election in November.
"Students For Bush" willfirstdistribute survey forms to all dorms, giving
the organization an idea of where students stand politically at LU.
A table will be set up in DeMoss where students will have the opportunity to sign up with the organization and help Bush win the state of
Virginia.
Anthony Perrone, chairman of the LU chapter, said he hopes the organization will show the students that the polls are close between Bush and
Dukakis. Perrone said the states that are very close at the polls are New
York, California, Pennsylvania, Florida, Illinois and Ohio. Bush is ahead
in three of the six states: California, Florida and Ohio.
The organization and it's volunteer members will travel to the National
Headquarters Office in D.C. Pamphlets, demonstration signs and other
packets of information on Bush will be available to the members who will
distribute them throughout sections of Virginia.
The "Students For Bush" organization has had help in its start from Larry
Forbus, coordinator for the George Bush campaign for the state of
Virginia.

Scaremare enters sixteenth year
BY ALLISON TROY
Champion Reporter
Scaremare is a 16-year-old Lynchburg tradition and a project with the
purpose of evangelism. Since 1980,
Scaremare has been held in a building located at 2300 Carroll Ave. off
29 North in Lynchburg. In 1972,
Gordon Luff, youth pastor at Thomas
Road Baptist Church, created the idea
of Scaremare.
Groups are led through a house
with several rooms that each portray
scenes of death. It is designed to get
the person to think about where he
will spend eternity. At the end of the
tour, the person attends his own funeral in a tent and is presented an
opportunity to make a choice about
his eternity. These decisions are
followed up through visitation.
Sixty-eight thousand people have
attended Scaremare since 1980. Last
year, 1,332 made decisions for Christ
at Scaremare. Ninety percent who
attend are unsaved. All of them hear
the Gospel.
"Being a participant is not glamour-

opening to make the project legal
and safe, said Marston.
In mid-September, 26 student leaders were hand-picked for each room
in the house, registration, counseling, preaching, tour guides, security
and follow-up. Then recruiting of
helpers takes place. For the entire
project, 500 people will be involved
Until 1984, the project was con- this year.
ducted by local youth ministries with
"Scaremare is a cultural dynamic.
minimal help from college students. The spirit of Halloween is not played
However, the local youth leaders up in this production. People are
realized one-fourth of the year was attracted to it because it is profesfocused on Scaremare and other sionally conducted. It is a Lynchburg
programs were shut down during this tradition that people look forward to.
period, said Dave Marston, head of They want to see what is different
The Center for Youtn Ministry.
each year," said Dave Martson.
Since then, leadership and members of Youth Quest Club have run
Other Scaremares have been started
the project with minimal involve- around the world by graduates of
ment from the local youth ministries. Liberty University. There is even
Scaremare is a professional project one in Brazil.
"We won't settle for second class.
Funds for various projects are raised
Central Virginia's teenagers deserve through Scaremare. This year the
the best," said Adams.
designated project is a dining hall for
Inspections, permits, insurance and Liberty Oaks, a summer camp facilassembly begin two months before ity.

ous," Dave Adams told workers in
last Wednesday's recruiting meeting.
"Scaremare is a project where you
don't have to be smart, gifted or talented," said Adams.
For preparation alone, 3,000 hours
have been expended this year, he
said.

V n o i i A - What's happening
Y U g u c . with Activities this week?
"So, what's with this Activities dude doing
for us anyway?" you might be asking.
Well, I'm glad you asked. Let me tell you.
With lots and lots of help, this activities
dude, and a whole bunch of other people
have got a very busy semester ahead of us.
As far as I can tell, we've got something
major planned every weekend from now
Kurt Voggenrelter
until the end of November (that is with the
possible exception of CFAW, when just about everyone goes home
anyway).
Now, since I'm going to write this column every week, I'll stick to
telling you about the upcoming weekend.
This weekend we've got not one, but two major activities planned.
First of all, on Friday night (and Saturday morning), you can stay out
all night with us. We're going to leave at 11:00 p.m., and we won't be
done until 6 a.m.
First everyone heads over to Late Skate, where there will be a live
band. Well even try to mix up the program a bit with a few games
and contests.
At 2 a.m., everyone will leave Late Skate and head over to Superbowl. We threw a little twist into this too. More than 50 prizes will be
handed out over the course of the night
'
Well have tapes, T-shirts, hats, coupons for food, coupons for tapes
and much more to give away. The big prizes will be three backstage
passes to the October 20 DeGarmo and Key concert (which is not an
LU concert, but it is approved. The cost will be $6).
Then at 5 a.m., everyone heads to Hardee's for breakfast.
Please try to make this activity! At five dollars, it is one of the best
bargains that you'll get this year. Plus, it's an excuse to stay out all
night. But hurry! The limit is 200 students.
If you decide to go, youll get back about 6:30 a.m. Then, you should
have enough time for a long sleep, and you can get up in time to go to
the Imperials/ Wayne Watson concert
This one only costs $2.50 (that's only $1.25 per attraction). Now, do
I even get to promote this one? All I can say is, you'd better be there
early.
By the way, for those who care, I don't know which one is the
opening act
Well, that's about all I can say for now. Thanks to everyone for the
great participation in activities so far this year. Hopefully, this column
will help everyone to keep up to date on everything. If it doesn't
though, don't hesitate to call me in the SGA office.
Take it easy.
Kurt Voggenreiter is the SGA V.P. for Activities
Read

The HO Story
Only in The Champion.

Scaremare is operating October 1315,20-22,27-29, beginning at dusk.
The cost is $3.50 on Thursdays and
$4.50 on Fridays and Saturdays. On
Thursdays, the waiting line is 18-20
minutes. "On Fridays and Saturdays,
one and one-half hours is not unusual," said Martson.
Student leadership includes the following: Joe Murray, student administrative assistant to project director;
floor supervisors, Dean Francis and
Boyd Dellingcr; sound and lighting,
Russ Sorrow; tent set-up, George
Cannon; ticket sales, Valerie Tanner;
security, Tom Smith; makeup, Page
Anderson; costumes, Amy Mcneil;
preaching tents, Jimmy Carroll; follow-up, Paul Shumski and Mark
Cobbett; and leaders for each room
in the house are: Steve Vcalc, Boyd
Dellingcr, Kevin Hartman, Rodney
Huffty, Paul Randlett, Karl Fink,
Doug Crews, Janet Anderson, Danny
Logan, Dwayne Kanerva, Susan
Rogers and B J. Bigelow.

Speak Out
B y Scott B r o w n
The Lord has really been blessing our efforts in Student Government this year. Our goal is to be involved in every aspect of student
life thereby making a positive difference for you the student.
This column is another effort to keep you informed as to what we
in SGA are doing. It will include information about our projects,
programs, activities and upcoming events, as well as providing a
forum for die discussion of current campus issues.
This year we student Government officers have combined staffs of
over 200 people. As a group we have been working over 100 hours a
week on projects. Amy, Kurt, Kevin, and Julie are each doing a
fantastic job in their respective responsibilities. Allow me to express
some of the special committees and programs my cabinet and myself
are currently working on.
•Spiritual Life Committee— This committee is chaired by Dean
Frances and will be meeting with Campus Pastor Rob Jackson to
discuss needs and relative issues as well as to propose new programs.
•Legislative Affairs Committee— Chaired by Curt McMillan and
Lisa Henry will be pushing positive changes through the Student
Senate.
•Academic Affairs Committee— Chaired by Scott Ries and Kim
Bateman is currently doing comparative research on LU library faculties and will make a conclusive report and suggestions to the administration.
•Social Services Committee— Chaired by Kristi Carr and Aaron
McDonald is an exciting new committee. The theme will be "What
about Lynchburg?" It's focus will be outreach to our community in
such areas as visiting retirement homes, providing toys for underprivileged children, a Thanksgiving food drive, as well as an Evangelistic outreach to the youth of Lynchburg.
•The Public Relations Committee— Chaired by Mark Chamberlain
and Sonya Solberg and the Career Information Committee chaired
by Vance Stallings are currently working on a major SGA event on
Oct 15, at 7:30 p.m.
We will be sponsoring a fashion show and career information extravaganza entitled"Suiting Up For Success." LU students will be
modeling die latest in corporate fashion provided by Anderson-Little
Clothers. Pepsi-Cola and Pizza Hut are co-sponsors and will be providing free refreshments.
Come out to die courtyard on die 15th for valuable information of
fashion, interview techniques, resume preparation, internship opportunities, Mary-Kay Cosmetics, as well as companies which will be
interviewing on campus this year.
If you are interested in being involved in any of these areas, please
contact me, or if you are interested in being involved in SGA
chapelscontact Chief of Staff John Jones or Chapel Coordinator Kent
Chamberlain at #2323
Scott Brown is the SGA President

Comics
The FRESHMAN
tNivEKsrrv
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Liberty Freshmen can be a 'downright pain in neck'
BY ANGELA REECE
Special to the Champion
• A new year means new students,
especially freshmen. Everyone was
a freshman once. (Yes! Even that
sophisticated senior, you know.)
They are picked on, shunned, criticized, talked about, and made out to
befools. Maybe it is a tradition to cut
on freshmen,ormaybc it's justahabit
that most upperclassmen happen to
pick up on.
For some people, freshmen are a
down right pain in the neck. Others
just ignore them. But however you
treat them, PLEASE be patient with
them.
For a freshman, it is as if they are
starting all over again - trying to
establish themselves as "cool" once
more. Attempting to be like they
were last year when they were the big
seniors.
It just does not work that way.
College is very different from high
school. There are a lot more people;
most of them you do not even know.
Classes are harder and larger, professors bigger and meaner, and dorm
rooms are smaller and smaller. Do
not worry freshmen, you will still
make it! It is going to be hard, but you
will pull through.
Freshmen are really funny to watch.
If they are not washing darks with
whites, they are probably in the library scoping out the opposite sex.
I personally have witnessed quite a
few freshmen guys wash their socks
while they are still folded, and even
throw in a couple of soiled silk ties.
My roommate saw a guy with complete instructions on how to wash
clothes hand written on notebook
paper by his mom!
Most girls for some reason know
how to wash clothes. Marlene in
dorm twenty-seven is the exception.
Marlene washed all her whites with a
pair of bright red pants. Needless to
say.Marlene'spantiesarepink. Good
job, Marlene!
It is really not uncommon to see
a freshman guy talking to a female
upperclassman. The conversation
goes something like this: "What's
your name?" men, "What year are
you?" and, most importantly, "Do
you have a car?"
It is also not unheard of to see a
freshman girl walk into an upper
level accounting class and ask, "Is
this Education 100?" The whole
class sarcastically says "yea, sure"
and the girl sits through the whole
class and comments afterwards, "I
did not realize this class was going to
be so hard."
Many freshmen girls major in
"spouse finding." They come to
college for one semester then take off
the next to plan the wedding. What is
really strange about this is that her
parents rejoice, not that she is getting
married, but that they only had to
fork out for one semester's tuition.
Freshmen suffer from nervousness,
anxiety, and depression (Please see
Dr. G's weekly column in the Champion). Anxiety over whether or not
that great looking guy in remedial

SPORTS

math, "Is he ever going to ask me
out?" or "Does that girlreallythink
I'm a geek?"
Nervousness for a freshman is
wondering whetheror not your roommate is going to find out that you ate
that last PopTart, or wondering
whether or not she is going to find out
you went to see "Citizen Kane" witii
her boyfriend.
Depression is experienced when she
eventually Finds out and you eat in
Marriot's alone all week.
It is weird for new students to live in
a room with three people when they
are used to a romm of their own. It is
especially weird when one of your
roommates snores, the other collects
swi tli -blades and the other spends his
time wondering whether or not he
whould wash his hair this week.
It's really great when you have a
roommate who, for the first week, all
he talks about is his heart-throb back
home. They did this together, and
they did mat together. And then the
next week he meets a cheerleader or
she meets a football player and you
ask them, "Well? Whatever hap-

you will have good food when College For A Weekend rolls around.
And next year you'll know how to
wash your clothes, and you will be
able to pick and sneer at the new
freshmen. So don't give up. Hang in
there. You will look back sometime
on all the things you did as a freshman
and laugh. I do.
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HELP WANTED
drivers, counter help and cooks
now hiring all shifts

Captain Munchies
pizza and sub shop with delivery.
3516 Cambell Ave.
Behind North Campus. • 847-4200

LYNCHBURG CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
2900 Old Forest Road

SSi'-fl©

Lynchburg, Va. 24501
Phone: 384-1631

Hours by Appointment

^p

Free first examination for LU students

COLOMBO TO GO
Insulated mug to KEEP when you buy a $1.19 yogurt
10% off yogurt or ice cream with mug
Fill and Refill
TUB O'CREAM
Timbrook Square/Timberlake Rd.
239-6471
"Our Specialty is Ice Cream Cakes."

Ifc

10% off

freezer

any item
for LU students

<Bo?t

Good at both locations
River James Center,
Hills Plaza,
Madison Heights
Lynchburg
LAYAWAVS

cow

SHIRLEY'S MATTRESS OUTLET
4207 Wards Road, Phone 2 3 7 4 4 8 2

^J«
10 M M PN

On U.S. 29 South. Across From Airport Rd. Boside Chevton

Back to School
SPECIAL

Non-Sag Innerepring
E x u Firm 312 Coll*
15 YEAR WARRANTY
Reg

Reg.
Twin $229
Fill 1289

SALE
JUS Set
$148 Set

TNTI 1219

FJI (371
Queen (421
Kng (S49

SALE
Htl

Set

(IS) Set
(IN lit
( 3 » Set

Orthopelltlleek Support
Seek CeeitortSupreme
MTUnwum/wry
Reg.
Ton (441
Ful ( 5 9
Queen ( M l
Kng ( M l

SALE
1111 Set
( M l Set
( S t Set
U M Set

FREE DELIVERY OR FREE PILLOWS

For your auto body needs
Call

AL'S
BODY
SHOP
LU BOX #21801
or
352-2461
•Specializing in insurance work«Foreign cars
•Car painting*Body work'Stripping
•Frame straightening
AL BARNABEI
Route 3 Box 617
Appomattox, Va. 24522

The Liberty Champion
We're in the middle of everything.

WRITERS
NEEDED

pened to yourgirl/guy at home?" They
answer, "Whoareyoutalkingabout?"
Most freshmen are really homesick.
They learn how to appreciate their
parents more. They say things like,
"Why in the world can't I put the
whole box of detergent in?" or "Mom
never cooked like this!"
It's okay, freshmen. For one thing,

)

L

\

/

See
Keith Miller
in DH 110 or
call 2420 or
2471.
Take for class
credit or for
Christian
Service.
Come by today!

CARTER BATES
To become a part of the hottest group on campus, call ext.
2420 or 2471 or see Bruce in DeMoss 110.

2482 RIVERM0NT AVE.
846-5100
10-5MON-SAT

10% Discount with ID
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Algebra can cause anxiety
HO
I hate algebra.
There is nothing more intimidating
to a C-average student I have never
been forced to learn anything so
useless in my entire life and after
taking it throughout high school and
college, one question remains amid
the chaos in my brain: What is the
purpose of algebra!
I made the mistake of telling all that
to a math major once. John and I
were eating lunch in the cafeteria one
day. I was sulking in my somethingcasserole over a grade I received on
an algebra testearlier that day. Well,
like any concerned friend, John
shoved an ice cube into his mouth
and started to chew down on it as he
asked, "What's wrong, Dan?"
"Oh, I found out what I got on a test
today," I replied pitifully.
"That bad huh? What class?"
"College algebra."
"Well, what's so hard about that?"
I wanted to hit him. However,
being the mature college student that
I am, I calmly replied, "What do you
mean, jerk?"
"College algebra is a cinch," John
said. "I mean I would have clepped
out of it, but I had nothing better to do
that semester."
"Yeah, but I can't figure out why we
have to take something that everyone
will forget the second they walk
away from the final. Unless you're
going to be a math teacher or an engineer or something like that, there's no
purpose for it"
John was suddenly on the defensive. But I remained calm and even

The

Story

By Dan Hochhalter
became very cocky. I knew exactly
what he was going to say. Every
math teacher in the world will use
this argument at least one hundred
times a year. John's eyes grew wide,
his nostrils flared, and he bit off the
tip of his fork. "Algebra is very
important in life."
"Oh yeah? How?
"What do you want to be when you
grow up?"
"A radio DJ."
"Well there you have it. You'll need
to figure out wavelengths and stuff
like that"
I shook my head again. "I use a
typewriter, and I have no intention of
buying a computer."
"Why not?"
"Because I'm ignorant"
John chomped down on another ice
cube and stated, "It's still important"
I just sat there with a smug grin, I
had won this battle.
The next morning, however, was a
different story. I woke up from probably the worst night's sleep I'd ever
had. I had set the alarm for 7:00, and
I was glad when the thing started
beeping. I turned it off and slid my
glasses onto my face. My clock was
no longer set for 7:00. It was somehow set for the square root of 25 plus
2.

I didn't think much of it that day,
figuring my clock was probably ready
for the garbage. But after classes, I
decided to go to Burger King and get
some lunch. I approached the counter
and ordered a Whopper, a large fry
and a medium Pepsi. I asked how
much it would be and the lady
replied,"If the Whopper is $.26 less
than four times the price of the fries,
and the fries are $.3 more than the
square root of 5241, and the-."
"Never mind, I'll go to McDonald's."
I decided on pizza and called Domino's, inquiring on the size of a large
pepperoni. His reply was simple.
"Thecircumference is 15 inches larger
than the small, and the small's radius
is equal to X."
I got John on the phone. "What's
going on?" I asked.
"Oh you didn't hear? Congress
passed a law overnight making algebra the new standard form of math,"
John answered.
Oh good. That was all I needed.
Now I would go through life seeing
algebra everywhere. I panicked. My
mind went berserk. I couldn't see
myself living in an algebra world. I
wouldn't be able to get a job. I'd be
unemployed. And worse yet, I'd
starve!! Oh.no...
The clock beeped 7:00, and I
opened my eyes. A dream. Whew!
But you know, I still hate algebra.

Champion
Classifieds
Rates-$1.00 for first 15
words. 10 cents for each
additional word.
Deadlines- Fridays
before publication in DH
1.09 or call 2471.

bod/} Worfo '
"Lynchburg's Most Unique
Women's Salon." •
Manicures
Pedicures
Sculptured Nails
Nail Tips
Handpainted Nail Art
Waxing
Facials
Tanning
Therapeutic Massage
Parafin body and facial
treatments
By appointment only

Help Wanted
BABYSITTER needed. TuesSat. evenings. 4:30-11:30 pm.
Must have own car. Call 3840485.
SPORTSWRITERS needed.
See Keith Miller in DeMoss 109
on Mon., Wed . or Fri. between
3:20 and 4:10. CSER available.

2900 Old Forest Road

Apts. for Rent

384-9053

FOR RENT- sub-lease. 2 BR
townhouse. Timberlake Rd.
Golden Pond. 1112 baths. Lease
expires 6-30-89. Available Nov.
1st. $325 per month. Call 2376738.

Melinda Naff
Make-up Lessons
& Application
Massage
Facials
Waxing
Manicurist
Body Treatment

Personals
PUNKIN - Thanks for the wonderful birthday weekend. You are
the greatest. I Love You. PUDDIN'.

2900 Old Forest Road

384-9053

Dan Hochhalter is a staff columnist for The Champion

Liberty's variety of traditions helps to
set it apart from most other institutions
BY ALLISON TROY
Champion Reporter
Traditions help make Liberty University special. They set LU apart
from other schools.
The America Heritage Dictionary
defines a tradition as "a mode of
thought or behavior followed by a
people continuously from generation
to generation. Any time-honored
practice."
When you help carry on a tradition
at LU, you play an active part in the
student family. You have a sense of
self respect, but more importantly, a
sense of school honor.
Liberty has a few traditions, and
could use some more to generate the
family atmosphere.

Read
i h e Champion

—Scaremare is a Lynchburg tradition in which LU students are the
main participants. It is a unique evangelistic outreach that portrays scenes
of death and causes a person to think
about eternity.
—College for a Weekend is held by
many colleges for prospective students to visit the campuses. However, enthusiastic Liberty students
cater to the prospects by taking them
to classes, eating with them and encouraging them to become a part of
Liberty.
—The Miss Liberty Pageant will be
held for the eleventh year. It is a great
tradition held during Homecoming
weekend. Contestants are senior
women selected by LU faculty and

other seniors.
—Search, a new tradition, is a student body talent show hosted by
Liberty's Youth Quest Club.
—Thanksgiving Day of Prayer is a
dynamic tradition in which the entire
student body participates. Students
occupy the Prayer Chapel for 24
hours, thanking and petitioning God.
There are, however, very few student-born, time-honored, spirit-filled
traditions at LU; your heritage is
lacking. Tradition involves each of
you and all of you.
Don't let the student leaders do everything. Learn what it means to be a
LIBERTY UNIVERSITY FLAME.
Remember, there are no traditions
without you!

LU
TV

T.C "Trotter's

In the Heart of Lynchburg
adjacent to 'RM.'W.C.

2496 Rivermont Avenue
Lynchburg, VA 24503
804-846-3545

ties T.C Trotters.
Created in the tarty 70s,
Trotters has become, a major hub
for social activities in this area.
Since inception - Trotters has
over doubted in size and offers a
restaurant featuring fine dining

Qrealcfast:

Thur.-Fri.: 7 - 11:30
Sat-Sun.: 8-11:30

Lunch:

Mon.-Sun.: 11:30 - 5

(Dinner:

Mon.-Sun.: 5- til...

Live Entertainment
Mon.- Mexican night

Then get in on the ground Boor in our undergraduate officer
commissioning program. You cou'd stan planning on a career
like the men in this ad have. And also have some great
advantages like
• Earning $100 a month during the school year
• As afreshmanor sophomore,
you could complete your basic training during two six-week summer
sessions and earn more than $1100
during each session

ude
levisio

•Juniors earn more than $1900 during one ten-week
summer session
• You can takefreecivilianflyinglessons
• You're commissioned upon graduation
If you're looking to move up quickly, look into the Marine Corps
undergraduate officer commissioning program. You could
start off making more
at.
than $18,000 a year.
^
Hih- looking fora I'mgoodinm.

Wanttomove

^v

r
TV Schedule
Monday-Thurs.
Friday

1:30-5:30
1:30-9:30

See Capt. Decarli in DeMoss Hall Oct. 10-11

r

>
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Jekyll and Hyde
LU lets JMU win

HARRISONBURG » I t was
another case of "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde" as Liberty allowed James
Madison to come back for a 31-28
victory on Saturday at JMU
Stadium.
In the first half, LU looked like
Dr. Jekyll, a sinister force of
destruction and terror. The game
appeared to be turning into a rout as
Liberty took a 21-7 lead going into
the locker rooms.
But in the second half, the Flames
resembled a passive Mr. Hyde. The
offense managed only one
touchdown, while the defense gave
up 24 points.
Here's a brief looks at LU's
schizophrenia during the JMU
game.
DR. JEKYLL:
Donald Smith blocks a JMU
punt, and Brian Woolfolk picks it
up and scampers SO yards for a
touchdown. LU takes a 14-7 lead.
MR. HYDE:
The LU secondary gets burned on
a 45-yard touchdown pass from
JMU quarterback Greg Lancaster to
Leon Taylor. Dukes tie score at 21.
DR. JEKYLL:
Phil DcBcrry picks off an
interception and runs 45 yards for
another touchdown scored by the
Flame defense. Flames go in at
halftimc up 21-7.
MR. HYDE:
Secondary gets scored on again as
Lancaster hits Walt Fryc for a 19yard scoring pass to tie the game at
28.
DR. JEKYLL:
LU rushes for 99 yards in the first
half. Leroy Kinard has 56 and
Charles McCray has 43.
MR. HYDE:
The,Flames manage only 33 yards
on the ground in the second naif.
McCray adds 25 yards to his total,

LU falls
to JMU
surge

Bruce A.
Stanton

BY BRUCE A. STANTON
Editor
HARRISONBURG - James
Madison University ended a two
game losing streak to Liberty off
Saturday as the Dukes came back
from a 21-7 halftime deficit to
defeat the Flames 31-28.
Tim Garritty kicked a 22-yard field
goal with 1:46 remaining in the
game to win the game for JMU.
LU drew first blood in the game
on a 28-yard touchdown pass from
Paul Johnson to Craig White. The
score capped an 84-yard drive that
was highlighted by runs of 12 and
20 yards by Charles McCray. Jary
Tindall's kick gave Liberty a 7-0
lead.
JMU came right back to tie the
game when Leon Taylor dashed
seven yards for a touchdown.
In the second quarter, the LU
defense took over.
Brian Woolfolk ran 50 yards for a
touchdown after Donald Smith
blocked Scott Todd's punt
Less than two minutes later, Phil
DeBerry snatched an errant pass by
JMU quarterback Greg Lancaster
and scampered 45 yards for a
touchdown to put die Flames ahead
21-7.

Flamethrower
while Kinard manages only six.
DR. JEKYLL:
The LU defense shuts down the
JMU air attack in the first half, as
the Dukes have only 51 yards
passing on a 150 yard game
average.
MR. HYDE:
The Flames give up 231 yards
and two touchdowns in the air in
the second half.

So, the Flames have lost
another close one. But LU could
very well be 5-0 instead of 3-2.
Execution late in the game
(especially in the last five minutes)
has cost Liberty two wins.
LU is asserting itself as a team to
be reckoned with in Division 1-AA
though.
The 28 points scored against
James Madison were the most
given up by the Dukes this season.
That includes the likes of Navy,
Appalachian State and William and
Mary.

Leading LU defensively was
Eric Carroll (13 tackles), Matt
Backus (10 tackles, 1 sack) and
Dwight Jones (11 tackles).
JMU kept the Liberty defense on
the field as the Dukes kept the ball
for 33:51 to LUs 26:09.
JMU also racked, up 528. total
yards, compared to 292 for the
Flames.
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Staff photo by Tim Lyons

LU linebacker David JenkW(45) makes a stop on JMU's Mike Ragin.

Nelson makes transition from sideline to the frontline
BY JIM MCCLAUGHLIN
Sports Reporter
Flames receiver Pat Nelson seems
to be making a smooth transition
from the sideline to the frontline.
Although the phrase "overnight
success" may not bo applicable in
light of the fact that Nelson was
predicted to be a starter as early as
last spring, he may be exceeding a
few expectations.

Through the first five games Pat
is leading Flames receivers with 19
catches for 252 yards and 3
touchdowns. The highlight of his
season thus far came in the opener
against Edinboro when quarterback
Paul Johnson hooked up with
Nelson on a 45 yard Hail-Mary to
give die Flames a 10-7 lead going
into the half.
Nelson is from Wildwood, Fla.

where he played high school ball
for Wildwood High. He feels that
the adjustment from high school to
college football is a big one.
- The adjustment gap has grown
wider as Liberty has moved into
division IAA. However, the team
has taken the transition somewhat
in stride. Nelson attributes the
teams success to attitude. He says
that the spiritual climate is good.

"Everybody's working together,
getting along...it's a good feeling to
be out there," Nelson says.
Nelson attributes his own success
to God and hard work. He hasn't
set any long range plans, "I'm just
trying to focus on college," he says.
And as for this season, he mentions
no limits, he's just gonna "shoot
for the stars."

Pat Nelson

In die second half however, it was
all JMU.
The Dukes outscored the Flames
14-0 in the third quarter to tie the
game at 21.
Liberty was not through though,
Johnson and White connected again,
Uiis time for a 29 yard touchdown
pass to cap a 79 yard drive.
But James Madison was not to be
stopped. The Dukes came right
back to tie the game at 28 on a 19
yard scoring pass from Greg
Lancaster to Walt Frye.
Liberty could not move the ball
on the ensuing possession, and
JMU took over for its winnings
drive.
LU falls to 3-2 with the lossr.^
while JMU moves to 2-3. Liberty
travels to Elon, N.C. to take on
The Fighting Christians of Elon f;
College on Saturday.

Tennis team makes history
with win over Roanoke
BY KEITH MILLER
Sports Editor
LU sports history was made last
Monday. No it wasn't the football
team or die soccer team or the volleyball team. It was die tennis team!
JMU 31, Liberty 28
Liberty
7 14 0 7-28
James Madison 0 7 1410-31
Lib-White 28 passfromJohnson
(Tindall kick)
JMU-Taylor 7 run (Garritty kick)
Lib-Woolfolk 50 blocked punt
return (Tindall kick)
Lib DcBcrry 45 interception
return (Tindall kick)
JMU-Lanier 1 run (Garritty kick)
JMU-Taylor 45 pass from
Lancaster (Garritty kick)
Lib-White 29 pass from Johnson
(Tindall kick)
JMU-Frye 19 passfromLancaster
(Garritty kick)
JMU-FG Garritty 22
Lib.
JMU
.First downs
16
26
Rushes-yards
34-132 49-246
Passing yards
160
282
Return yards
112
12
Passes
13-20-0 15-23-1
Punts
5-40
3-33
Fumbles-tost
2-1
0-0
Penalties-yards
6-56
6-55
Time of
26:09 33:51
Possession
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING- Uberty. McCray 1268. Kinard 10-62, Shelton6-l5,Lowry
4-7.
James Madison, Taylor 11-91, Medley 15 80, Ragin 13-64, Washington
4-18, Lanier 1-1.

That's right. The tennis team beat
Roanoke College for die first time
since tennis became a sport at Liberty, 5-4.
Number 1 seed Mike Koenes won
his match 4-6, 6-1 and 6-0. LU's
depUi really showed in this meet as
No. 2 and No. 3 seeds, Dan Balasic
and Kris Govin, both lost in straight
sets, but wins by No. 4 seed Frank
Hackett 6-3, 4-6 and 6 4 and fifth
seeded Scott Binion 7-5,3-6 and 7-6
gave the Flames a lead going into the
sixth match. No.6 Dave Scoggin lost
in straight sets so the meet was tied at
three apiece heading into the doubles
matches.
LU's No. 1 doubles team of Koenes
and Binion topped Roanoke's team
in straight sets, 7-5 and 6-4. The No.
2 team of Balasic and Hackett lost 62 and 6-2. Then the No. 3 team of
Covin and Scoggin, blitzed Roanoke
6-0 and 6-4 to wrap up die meet for
Liberty. The win was die first of die
fall season for LU, now 1-3.Roanoke
dropped to 0-1.
Coach Carl Diemer is excited about
die fall schedule and die upcoming

spring season. The team is young
(die top three seeds against Roanoke
were all freshman) and die future
looks bright for LU tennis.
"Our number 1 player is Dave
Collins who is sitting out die fall
season but we'll have him back for
die spring. Koenes and Govin are
bodi freshmen we recruited out of
Michigan that will really help our
team," said Deimer. "We have 11
matches this fall to prepare us for our
spring schedule of 20 matches."
"We don't have a big budget so we
just play teams from around die area
during die fall. Now during the spring,
we'll travel to Maryland and North
and South Carolina."
"Our biggest need right now is a
Division 1 facility," said Diemer.
"The tennis courts we play on now
were built for recreational use not for
Division 1 tennis. Once we get a
Division 1 facility, we'll be able to
attract the type of tennis player we
need to compete on Division 1 level."

1988 Remaining Fall Tennis Schedule
Oct. 7
11
13
20
22
27
29
Nov. 3

@ Lynchburg College
Ferrum College
@ Roanoke College
Radford University
Longwood College
@ Ferrum College
@ Longwood College
@ Radford University

3:00
3:00
3:30
3:30
2:00
3:00
2:00
3:30

Staff photo by Donald W. Haydea

The LU tennis team beat Roanoke College for the first time in school history.
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Garlock ministers
to Lynchburg Sox
BY TRACIBLACKBURN
Special to the Champion
Liberty's Don Garlock's dream
came true in 1983 when he became
the chaplain for the Lynchburg Mets.
Garlock is a professor of speech at
Liberty University and the associate
pastoroftheLynchburgGraceBrethren Church. His wife, Mary Lou,
also teaches at Liberty. They have
four children: Don Jr., 29; Steve, 27;
Mary Lynn, 24; and Sherri, 20.
Garlock started attending the Lynchburg Mets games around 1980. As
a faithful fan, he was interested in the
position as team chaplain.
Garlock's desire to be the team chaplain grew. He began to pray that God
would show him if it was His will to
take on this responsibly. Garlock finally approached the president of the
team.Calvin Falwell.and told him of
his ambition. The chaplain at that
time did not want to budge, however,
and it looked as if his dream would
not be answered.
Finally, Garlock was asked tofillin
for the chaplain one weekend because he had to go out of town.
Garlock realized his prayer had been
answered when he found himself
filling in for the man all summer
long.
Mr. Garlock has now been serving
the team as chaplain for five years,
since 1983 and says he'sliterally made
it his life.
The responsibilities that go along
with being team chaplain for the Lynchburg Red Sox (Lynchburg's farm
teams changed this summer) team
range all the way from presenting the
invocation before games to encouraging the individuals on the team
when they have a bad day.
The players recognize that Garlock
gives of himself.
Garlock buys a personal Bible for
every member of the team, including
the coaches, batboys and concession
stand and ticket workers.
Garlock does not receive pay for
what he does with the team. He is
responsible to pay for all of his own
meals as well as travel expenses.

He realizes how important his role
is when he delivers the invocation in
front of large audiences. He said that
he prays silently before he prays
publicly so that the Lord will give
him the right words to say. Patterning himself after Dr. Falwell, he also
said that he always tries to include the
plan of salvation in hisprayers.
At the beginning of every season,
he looks at the players as "little boys
away from home at summer camp."
He realizes that they are nervous and
excited upon arrival, and he makes it
his job to "soften them up." Mr.
Garlock said he tells them right from'
the beginning that he will not approach them, but that he wishes they
would come to him as a leader, encouragerand spiritual advisor. When
the players start to get to know him,
they usually use this to their advantage.
When a player does approach him,
he usually invites him over to his
house and consequently they begin to
trust him and become his friend. By
the end of the season, he is usually
close to all of the players.
Being Chaplain of the Runners Up
in the Carolina League Championship this year has been an especially
exciting year for Mr. Garlock. There
have been four salvations and three
rededications on the team this year
alone.
Garlock says, "It's really neat to see
how relationships develop through
the year and how God uses the relationships to win souls for Christ."
At the last team dinner, Garlock
said he was reallytouchedwhen the
entire team lined up to hug him. He
said that he could see the Christians
doing it, but he was rather shocked
when the unsaved players also participated.
Other players whom Garlock has
been abletowin to the Lord include:
Dwight Gooden, Daryll Strawberry,
Kevin Elster and Shaun Abncr.
Mr. Garlock is thankful today that
he is able to be used in this position to
witnesstothe players as well as to the
public.

Staff photo by Donald W. Hayden

Harvard Crew battles Foreign trade in Intramural soccer action last week. The Crew currently leads league A.

Intramural basketball finals will start on October 6
BY KEITH MILLER
Sports Editor
The preseasontournamentsfor fall
intramurals started this week. Below
are the teams from each sport that are
to compete in the finals.
Soccer
Division A-Larry White's Club
Umbro; Bradley Epp's Blast; Jamie
George's The Mujuadine and Brian
Pickett's Strikers.
Division B-Keith Ingall's Harvard
Crew; John Corico's Scarbrough
United; Fred Zeirett's Untouchables
and Paul Fisher's Sixer.

Alston travels with Score
player this year.
BY DENNIS BAILEY
He averaged 26.4 points per game
Special to the Champion
For Bailey Alston, the 6'3" Flame last year, and he was the team's most
from Henderson, N.C., basketball is valuable player.
a means to an end. That's why he
"I want to be a more complete ballspent his summer in Argentina play- player, both offensively and defening basketball for Score International, sively. I want to be a better passer
an amateur team presenting the and have more assists this year,"
gospel of Christ in poverty-stricken Alston said.
cities.
During a brief visit home this
Along with 10 other outstanding summer, Alston worked on these
university players, Alston competed objectives while helping at Campbell
against professional teams for the University's basketball camps. His
purpose of sharing a message from roommate was J.R. Reid, a standout
Scripture with the fans during half- from the University of North Carotime.
lina. Besides getting a jersey from
Alston enjoys complementing his the U.S. A Olympic Team from Reid,
spiritual commitment with excellent Alston got some fierce basketball
basketball performance.
competition.
Since he came off last season as the
When the campers left the gym,
Mason-Dixon Conference Player of Alston hooked up with other who had
the Year, Alston has pulled out all the like desires and abilities and played
stops in order to be a more complete for hours. Danny Ferry, Billy King

match ended in three games 15-10,
15-8,15-1.
The championship match at 2 p.m.
was against a tougherUniversity of
NorthCarolina- Wilmington. UNCW
ran atoughoffense. The Flames had
a litUe trouble with UNCW losing the
first two of what would befivegames
8-15,11-15. At the end of the second
game some sort of spark was rekindled. The players startedtoshow
an attitude of victory. The next three
games, with cheering and excitement,
the Flames won 15-10,15-8,15-11.
Theresa Bream had an outstanding
tournament and was selected as the
tournament's MVP. Bream killed 49

Coming into the season, the
Liberty Flames football team had
high expectations. This was their
first year at Division 1. The team
had more experience, and it
looked like the team had it all
together.
Then the team won its first two
-nines and the students and fans
started to take notice. The
Bailey Alston
campus was buzzing about LU
and Quinn Snyder were other stand- football. Wherever one went,
out collegiate players in the middle everybody was talking about the
of the action.
Flames and what they would do.
Alston hopes his summer experi- There was even a banner at the
ence will enhance the Flames. He is first home game that said "Bring
anticipating what will happen here on Notre Dame."
on Liberty Mountain. Alston is optiNow the team h \s lost two of
mistic about this year's squad.
their last three games and every"We have some players this year, body is a little disappointed.
quality big men who love the game of Sure, it's easy to say the team
basketball," he said.
could be 5-0, and maybe they
should be. But 3-2 is a lot better
than their record of 1-4 after five
games last year. The Flames have
definitely improved since last
percent of her spikes.
year against basically the same
Michelle Marsh and Julie Sitler
schedule.
served 99 percent and 97 percent
Where will the team go now?
respectively. Marsh did a great job Against Eastern Illinois, the
setting. The spikers killed 41 percent defense gave up two fourth
of her sets.
quarter scores and spent the
whole fourth quarter on the field.
In commenting about the tournaLast Saturday, they gave up 528
ment, Marsh said, "This is exactly
yardstotaloffense and 24
what our team needed midway
second-half points.
through the season. This win will
But before we start blaming
carry us into UVA next weekend."
the defense, where was the LU
offense in the second half? Yes,
The Flames play two matches on they did have an impressive 79October 8 against UVA and Georgia yard drive in the second half, but
Tech.
in the fourth quarter after JMU
tied the score at 28, they fizzled.
In the last two offensive series,
the Flames gained four yards on
nine plays. If the offense
The Flames next competition com
comes could've gained a couple of first
against Virginia Commonwealth downs and run time off the clock,
Rams Saturday, Oct. 8, at Longwood would JMU have had the time to
in Farmville, Va. The game is being win in the last 1:40?
played in Farmville with the agreeBasically, LU needs to learn
ment of both coaches due to the re- how to win at the Division 1-AA
cent measle outbreak at LU.
level, and the only way they will
do that is to play and to learn
A game scheduled for Oct. 3 against from their mistakes. As badly as
the University of South Carolina- LU fans would want the team to
Spartanburg has been canceled for go undefeated this year, it is a
reasons pertaining to the measles process that will take some time.
epidemic.
When will that happen? Well,

LU kickers go winless in two OT games
BY BOBBY
;BY BUNN
Champion Reporter
The Liberty University Flames soccer team played two overtimes last
week, losing the first and tying the
second.
In Monday's game at Campbell
University, the Flames took a 1-0
lead late in the game when forward
Jacob Isang hit a header into the right
corner of the net with 3:45 left in
regulation. However, Campbell
fought back and tied the game with

2:11 left and the score remained tied
1-1 through regulation.
Campbell (8-1) came out with two
goals in the overtime to provide the
winning 3-1 margin.
Friday night, the Flames battled the
University of Richmond Spiders (43-4)toa 0-0 tie. Although Richmond
dominated the game on offense,
goalie Eric Partin collected live saves
for Liberty.

Men's Basketball
Division A-Edward Panas' Just Us
led this division by winning four
games. Steven Gay's Bulls followed
with three wins.
Division B-Alan Boelter's Pure
Energy led this division by winning
four games. Brian Dean's Bruisers
and David King's The Heat were tied
for second with three wins apiece.
Division C-Curtis AruY Five Star

led this division withfivewins. Amos
Humphrie's Yellow Blue Bird followed with four wins.
Division D-Craig Conser's Road
Runners led this division by two
games over Jerry Foster's I.D.M.
withfivewins.
Division AA-Chand Coffingham's
Wolverines led this division by two
games.
MVP for the Men's league is Anthony Boling of the Wolverines.
Women's Basketball
Round 1- Division A: Tracy
Arnold's Slam Jammers led with three

wins. Lisa Collins' Old Timer Niners and Lori Allen's Mishaps were
tied with two wins each.
Division B: Dona Ownef's Lady
Sixers led with three wins followed
by Richie DuVall's Air Jordanettes
with two wins.
Round 2- Division A: Slam Jammers and Old Timer Niners are tied
with two wins.
Division B: Lady Sixer is ahead
with two wins.
Round 2 was over October 3 and
thefinalsstarted October 4.

Football record beats '87

Netters capture Winthrop Invitational
BY KELLY CLINE
Champion Reporter
The Lady Flames Volleyball Team
won their first tournament of the
season at the Winthrop Invitational.
It was a nice present for Coach Sue
Kelly who celebrated her birthday on
October 1, the day of victory for the
Flames.
The Flames played theirfirstgame
of the tournament on Friday against
E. Tennessee State. The match went
four games with the Flames enjoying
the victory. Game scores were 15-8,
15-11,6-15,15-3.
The Flames enjoyed their second
gainst E. Carolina. The
victory against

Both Club Umbro and Scarbrough
United won five games in their respective divisions.

Robinson at 7' 1 and then Danny
Manning at 6'10.
Plus, when Hersey Hawkins
went down with a knee injury, the
U.S. had no outside shooters. A
KeithMiller
Steve Kerr or a Rex Chapman
let's not give up on this year yet.
would've helped out a lot.
The hardest part of the LU schedule
Now that pros will probably be
is coming up and the Flames are
able to play in 1992, the United
gaining respect among the teams
States should again dominate for
they've played this year.
awhile. The good ole' days will be
JMU coach Joe Pruzycki made
back for awhile when the United
some off-color remarks about
States will automatically be
Liberty earlier in the week, saying
picked to win the gold in basketLU was lucky to win two years ago ball. The scary thought, though, is
against his team. After the game
that when the Soviets catch up the
last Saturday, Pruzycki said they
next time it will be for good.
were a much better team and
October 15th is the magical date
"that's what makes this win so
for all basketball fanatics. For me,
special."
there isn't a better time of year
I think we were all a little bit
than winter because of all the
disappointed that the USA basketbasketball from the colleges that
ball team lost to the Soviet Union
start in November until the NBA
in the semi-finals of the gold medal championship in June. I wish I
round of the Olympics. I think the
could just watch all of the games
biggest reason we lost was somethat all the networks and cable
thing the national media gave very
will offer us over the next nine
little attention to.
months. There isn't anything as
For years, while the U.S. domiexciting as watching a closely
nated in basketball, the Olympic
contested basketball game. Think
team was the personal creation of
about it What sport does everythat particular coach. In 1976, the
body go nuts at here at Liberty?
team reflected Dean Smith and his
That'sright,Flames' basketball.
multiple defenses. In 1980, Dave
Some of the best times I had last
Gavins' team was a reflection of
semester was home basketball
his tough Providence teams of the
games, especially before the toilet
late 1970's. In 1984, Bob Knight
paper was banned.
probably had the most talented
Talking about Flames' basketOlympic team ever with the likes of ball, the guys start official
Michael Jordan and Patrick Ewing. practice the 15lh, so it won't be
This year's team was a reflection
long before yours truly is out there
of coach John Thompson's
making a fool out of himself.
Georgetown teams that play
Coach Jeff Meyer's staff beat the
pressure defense and trap all over
bushes last year to get some inside
the court. The problem is the Soviet players to help out MDAC's
team has progressed past college
player of the year, Bailey Alston.
ball and are now competing against The basketball team probably has
the likes of the NBA's Atlanta
to make the biggest adjusunent of
Hawks. The make-up of this year's any of the LU teams to Division 1
USA team was to beat the equivawith 25 of 27 games against
lent of a U.S. college team.
Division 1 schools including
Clemson, James Madison and
To beat the Russians now, you
Eastern Kentucky. Don't expect
have to play good perimeter
any NCAA tournament this year,
defense and be able to at least
but get ready for some exciting
match up with them on the frontline. The Russians go 6*9,6' 10 and Flame's basketball.
7'4 on the frontline, plus they can
bring in two 7'0 ers and a 6' 11 guy. Keith Miller is the Sports Editor
The tallest American was David
tor The Champion

From the
Bench

